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1~. RAD~O FREQU~CY .BREAKDOWN OF GASES. 

a) .Without Supe~i'mposed Field. 

Ion~zation and. consequent breakdown of a· gas subjected·. 
~ ' ' . '. ' . . ~ ' 

to ~form alternating electric field d~~fer in several .impor-
• I . . . 

tant respect~ from ionizati~n and consequent breakdown by 

_:uniform d •. c~ field~ When. a ·high: fr.equency or microwave 

electric field is applied across a-gas,. charged particles in 

the volume of the gas are. accelerate-d. Due to cosmic radia

tions electrons are al~ay~ present in a giv~n volume- of a 
" 

gas and through. these electr~ns ·the transfer of energy from 

\ 
1the elec.tric field to the volume. of the gas starts. Since 

the ~sses of ions 'are.· much great~r than that of _electron~, 
' ( ' 

.electrons are accel~rated mnch ~ore than ions. ~d the energy 

:. transferred· from the applied field to the ·electrons is so 

much greater than to ions, th~t for th~ most part, we can 

ignore the motion of the ·heavier. particles. Whe~ the direc

tion of the field changes, the directi9n.of the force on the 

electron changes' arid th~· eiectrons w.lll.oscillate within'th~ 

. volume <?f the gas provide~ the walls . of . the container are 

sufficiently far apB.l't •. ~a is the main cba.racteristic that 

distinSU:!shes high frequency or micr6wave discharges :from 

low frequency or d. c. ·discharges •. At low· :frequencies, the 

reversal of direction of .. acceleration does not ~eke place . . 
' 

before-the electron s~rikes the·W&lls of the containing 
I ·' 
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vessel• The electron striking the walls may cause the 

release of other electrons or impurity atoms from tne 
. • !! . 

walls, thus introducing complicated wall surface mecha

nisms into the situation. 

A~ bigh frequencies and in the absence of. any gas 

atoms, the electrons would oscillate out of phase with 

the field and no energy would be transferred. But in 

presence of gas atoms electrons accelerated·by the.elect

ric field collide frequently with the gas· atoms, thus 

changing the phase eonditien. As a result, on the average, 
• • • "I • 

a net transfer of .energy ~r·om the field to the el~c:t;ro~ 

will take place~ The electrons lose ~~ergy by collisions 

with the gas atoms~ +n a favourable situation, an electron 

·may gain sufficient enerQ to. exce~d the excitation energy 

level of the atom and thus lose'most of its energy. T!:lis 

energy sUbsequently becomes radiation when the atom returns 
' ' 

to its ground state. Thus the electrons lose_ energy not 

only by elastic collisions ·but also. by inelastic collis~ons.

The. resulting energy distributions of electrons may produce 

sufficient number of electrons having energy comparable to 

ionization energy of the gas atom so that they mq ionize 

.the atoms •. When/this happens we have -multiplication of . 
' • : ' ' I ~ 

electrons and the process-may be a ctimulative one. At the 
r • I > • 

same time the ·ele~trons m~ be lost by diffusion to the 
' ' 



side w~ls, reeombiJ18,tion witl:l.. the positive ions, or by 

~ttachment to neutral atoms or molecules. The relative 

val.ues of these production and l.oss rates determine the 

val.ue of the electron concentration and this in turn deter

mines the el.ectrical behaviour of the system. If the elect

ric. field be suf~iciently larg~, the electron concentration 
~ . 

attains a very large value with a luminous glow in the 

volume of the gas, causing ·:~he breakdown of the gas. The· 

produeti·on and loss rates are complicated functions 'of the 

nature and the d~nsity of the -gas, electric field magnitude 

and frequency, and the geometry of the container~ 

JH_seharges have been ciaseified.aceording to 

their mod;e of exei tation: · 

(i) The E, or electrostatic, mode which is exci-. 
I • 

ted by the _tleld between two conductors, and 

(ii) The H, or ring, mode where the discharge 
. .' r 

current forms a closed path in the gas and 

the· glow then appears as a luminous ring. 

The mechanism df E- and H- mode .of discharges are· 

fundamentally the same and division in two types is justi

fied only when 'the wavelength ·of the exciting vol. tage ~.s 

large compared with the linear dimensions of the .disch~g~ 

tube~ Comparatively l.it~le study has been made of H- dis

charge. The reason is probably be found in the difficulties 
I 

'· 
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experienced in making precise measurements as· the path of 

the discharge current is closed and there are no electrodes 

between which current __ and _potential difference may be_ mea

sured-~ In E- discharge the high frequency field can be 

applied to th~ gas either by exter11al. or internal electro-

-des. With internal electrodes, some net motion, however, 
' ' 

small,of ions and electrons to the_ metal takes place, and 

boundary layer sheaths are established. 

~he general ch~acteristics of the breakdown 

curves have been studied by man1 workers. Mention may_ be 

made of the work of Gutton ( 1928) /who measured the poten

. tials, between external electrodes, required to initiate 

the discharge in hy_drogen at low pressures with oscilla-
- . 

tiona of wav~lengths between 3 to 5620 me'tres. Krichner 
j ~ ' • • 

(1930) and others us~d internal electrodes •. Thomson (1930) 
,-

examined extensively the electrodeless ring discharge. The 
,.· 

high frequency discharges have been reviewed by Darrow 
-· -. -

(1932, 1933) and Francis and von Engel (1953). 

Several ideas are 'advanced to explain t~e mechanism 
' -

of ~- discharge. According to the first it is thought to be 

analogous to a d.c. glow discharge; each electrode or nearby 

end walls acts as a cathode ~ alternate half-cycle of the 

·applied field,--and produces negative glow and the cathode fall; 

whil~ the positive column ~Us :the centre of the discharge · 

tube. Town_send and Gill (1938) considered only the motion of 
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free electrons in the. gas under the influence of an al~er

nating electric . :ei.eld ignoring all wall and. eleC'tl"Ode pro-
. ' 

ceases and space charge effec'ts~ ~homson ( 1937). derived an 

elementary theory of this type, regarding e.ach elect~on as 

oscillating about a mean position in the gas •.. I~ ordE!_r t~ 

ioni~e the gas each electron must, at some point in its path, 
. . 

attain enough energy for ionization' and, moreover, it must 
i 

bit a molecUle before it returns this energy again to the 
' - ~ ' - . 

field. If Eo Co--& c.vt be the a?plied field, the energy gained 

. 1~ time "t" by an electron· from the field must be ~qual. to or 

. greater than the ionization energy eVi I ~f the gas atom, 

where Vi · ·is the ionization potential of gas atoms or mole-

cules and "e" and "m" are the. charge and mass of an electron 

respectively. According to the-second criterion~ the distance 
' 

traversed by the electron in time ".t" must be either equal to 

or smeller than the mean free path A.e o.o:r the electron in 

the gas, 

Only electrons which start with mro initial yelocity and in 

zero phas.e _of the field can perform . this motion. But if there 
•'· . 

be any initial velocity and phase - ¢ · then in time "t" the 

I 
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phase m~st change to + ¢ to attain the -ionizing velocitY 

~-.e. ·l Co~(cvt- c;6)dt .. is maxiD1~ and-these ce.n only 

be a minute fraction of ali th~· electrons· present. From 

the condi tiona mentioned above· the. ·~uth.or obt~ined an 

equation for the break~own voltage' ~hich is._a function of 

pressure and fre.quency and 'the bresJcdown vol ta.ge attains 

.a minimum at a. certain. pressure. 

Several workers ob·serve.d a double DD.nimum in the 
. . 

starting potential as a·tunction of pressure. According to 
. . 

Gutton:;· (1928), the double minimum is due to resonance phe·-
I . 

nomena. in the gas. ·Gill and Donaldson ( 19:51) found that when 

the -field is directed al-ong the tube only one minimum appears, 

but when it is acro~s the tube~ another minimum, at higher. 
. . 

·pressure, appears·. They gave the explan~tion that at high 

pressure the cloud of eleetrons:oscillates with an amplitude 

less than the width of the tubelJ. 'ionfza.tion in th·e gas being 

balan~ed by diffUsion~ As the pressure deqreases, the .elect-
- . 

rons gain more· energy t.rom the field due to their long free 

paths, so the starting field slowly decreases. HQwever, the 

amplitude of· oscillation of the. electron cloud increases and 

when it becom~s approximately equal ~o the distance between 

the wa,lls, the loss of· electrons ·increases rapidly a.nd ·a 

much gr.oe.ater field is required to start . the_ discharge; this 

accounts 'for the minimum at .higher pressure. Measurements 

of this kind was also made by Thomson (1937), Githens (1940), 

Zouckerman ( 1940), Chenot ( 1948) and Pim ( 1948, 1949). · 
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Thomson {1937) measured the starting potential-for hydrogen 

· within the pressure range 0.25 mm. to 9.5 ·mm. Hg. and for 

frequencies 1.8 Me/a. to 99 Mc/S. For frequencies .lower 

than 2.83 Mc/s. double minimum appeared. Ql thens ( 1940) 
' . 

measured the breakdown voltage in hydrogen for a_wide range 

of frequency and pressure~ He attempted to correlate the 

appearance. of minima. :bi ·.the curves of breakdown vol:t?age ·vs 
vs. p x d ( "p" being the pressure and . "d" being the dis

tance between the electrodes) with positions of the walls 

of the discharge tUbe relative to the· electrodes. He con

cluded that the breakdown of· the high frequency discharge 

occurs through three di~ferent. process· which he denoted bf 

modes, a, b,c, eaeh of which give rise to a minimum in-. V8 . 

vs. p x d curve. Pim ( 1948~ 1949), using sma11 gaps (cZ 1 mm) 

-and air measured bre.a:kdown v:oltage for frequencies between 
. -

1.00 Me/a. and 300 Me/s~ . He also :found that the breakdown 

voltage increases when the e'lectrodes ·are brought· closer 

than a critical distance depending on frequency. 

Hale· (1948) ·trie~ to eXplain his measurements 'in 
argon and xenon over the range of frequencies 5 Mc/$ •. to 

50 Mc/s. and at gas pressures 20 to 50 microns _by assuming 

that the breakdown potential for high frequency field is 
. . 

determined.by those electrons in the gas which succeed in 

acquiring ionizing energy in one mean free· path; there is 
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considerable divergence of the theoretically calculated 

breakdown voltage with experimental., results in lower fre- . 

quencies~ The value of the mean free path ·Of the electron 

used was that given by kinet~c theory which' can hardly be 

o,orrect~ As is known, the ~ean free path o:f the elect~on 

varia s wlth the energy of _.the e~ectron and as the energy 

. of the electron varies between zero. and ionizing .~nergy, . 

what is· needed is an effective mean free path. Also·the 

assumption that the probabi:l:i ty o;r ionization becomes a 

maximum when· the electron acquires the ioni!Zing energy is 

not supported by experi~ental results because it has been 
. ' 

shown. by Smith ( 19,0) that efficiency: of ionization increases 

,qut~e ~apidly with increasing electron energies ·slightlY above 

the ion:i.zing energy_. It become clear that no. theory can_ ·be 
\ .. 

adequate which considers ·on11 ionization in the ga~cause~ 

by oscil~ating electrons hitting gas molecules, while igno

ring all wall and electrode proc~sses • 

. A new approach to the solution of these problems 

was made in. the experiments of Gill·and von Engel ( 1948), 

who measured the starting potential of a high fre.quency. dis

charge as a fUnction· of the wavelength of the applied field, 
' . . ' . . 

-3 
in gases at very .low pressure, of the order of 10 mm·. Hg. 

Cylindr_ical glass vessels were placed between two parallel 
. ' 

_ plates in a Uniform electric field directed al.ong the axis 

of the vessel. The mean free· path of the electron.s at these 
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pr~ssures is much gr~ater than the length~ o·f ·tile .vessels 

used. It ~s found that. the starting field is independent 

of ·the gas and the pres~ure, but. depend upon wav~length 

of the applied field, and the dimensions and materi~l of 

·of the ·vessel, although the ·fully d.eveloped· ~iscbarge 

shows,. the spectrum of .. th~ ·gas. It .is also observed that 

for a vessel of given length "d", ther~ is a maximum 
' . 

(cut-- ·o:rf) wavelength beyond which no ·field, however~ 

large, can start. a discharge.· 

~om_these results Giil and von Engel deduced a 

theory of the initiation of. the discharge.· They showed 

tbat. an ini tiai electron ·produce.d in t'lle vessel by some 

. chance process can be multiplied by secondary emission 

from the end (glass) walis/ An electron which starts, say, 
f. • • 

near one_ end-wall must traverse the tube ·in h8.1f a. cycle' 
I 

and hit the opposite end~wall with a speed which is large 

enough to release more than one secondary electron. The 

secondar.y electrons then repeat this motion exactly in 

opposite direction. These two .c-onditions - n~ely; tha~· .. 

·the transit t~me is equal t.o h~f· a cycle and the ·final 
. . . 

. energy, o.f impact greater than the critical value mentioned 

above·- de~ermine not ~nly the f1~ld~ but also the phase 
. . 

in which 'the electron start-s. As the wavelength increases, . . . . 

the phase in which an electron must start at one end-wall 
. .. ... ' - . 

becomes steadily more negative, until a critical. value Ae 
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is reached when the secondary electrons, in spite of their 

small initial velocity, are .driven back on to ·the wall and 

l9st .• Tb..us no multiplication or discharge can occ'ur when 

1\. )> Ae · • Llewelli'--Jones and Morgan ( 1951) showed that 

when the frequency of the applied. field and pressure of the 

gas are sufficiently high, ·the· am.pli tude of -]Jlotion of the 

electron cloud is amall and it can be much less than the 

linear dimensions of the discharge tube. The breakdown 
- -

voltage is then independent of the. nature -of electrode-sur

face and secondary electron production at the electrode 

surfaces· does not appear to play an important part. There-
. - -

fore ionization can occur by collisions between electrons 

and· JII01ecules. 

Applicabili~y of similarity principle in h.f~ dis-. 

charge' he:s been· studi~d. ~y L~ewel.lyn-iones ( 1951, 1,953) an~ 
his co.-workers. Townsend and Williams ( 19.58) studied the 

breakdown condition in air and hydrogen using a pair of 
. . -

geometrically similar electrode system and measurements 

were made for values o_f p x d = f5 ·mm. cin~ of Hg. and 

frequency 5 Mc/s. to 70 Mc/s~ or~.more; double minima 

appeared. The· first minimum was not very sel1si tive to 

breakdown voltage ~d gas pressure as f.re~ency is dec

reased •. The similarity theorem was found to be. obeyed 

within ·the ·frequency range investigated. They have con--

eluded that the mul ti:i?le minima in V5 vs. p x d curve 

at high frequency· can be interpreted o~ .the basis of a 

i 
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single breakdown mechanism .i~volving electro~ generation 

by collision with gas m()le cule and loss. by diffusion. and 

drift to the electrodes arid to.the wal.ls of the discharge 

tube. 

Cooper ( ~ 94 7) was ·the first who made measurements 

in ul tra-bigh-frequency breakdown of air' in co...;arlal lines 

and wave guides for. ~PS. betwee~ 0.1 em. and 0.3 ·em. at 

gas pressure 20 em. to 760 em •. At the two.wavelengths 

10~7 em. and 3.-1- em. the breakdown field was :found· to be 

70% .. of th13 ·d.o. breakdown .value. Similar measurement~ were 

made by Posin (1948) w~o :found that :for 3.0 em. wave, break

down voltage for a 0~043 ~em •. -gap. in air under atmospheric 
. . 

conditions is substantially: independent of pulse duration 

provided that duration exceeds 4 sees. The nature. 'of spark 

mechanism in a xsx.ca~ty resonator at· these wavelengths · 
' ' c , - • 

. ' 

had been studied by Prowse and ~ooper { 1948). and by Jl,:c:.'f 

Prowse and Jasinaki ('1949) using photographic and spectros

copic methods.. 

· : In seve~al. · papers BroWn and his ··cell~aglies . { 1948, 

'1949) have disc~s'ed the theore.tical interpretation and 

experimental investigation of breakdoWn of gases ·in cylin-
·, 

drical cavities and_ between co-a~:al cylinders .at a wave

length. of 9.6 em.: The gap· studied railge from 0 .• ~6 to 7.6 em. 

i_n air at press~res. o~ 1 min~ to 100 mm. Hg; The theoretical 

interpretation of the ~esults are in. terms ot a new'theory 
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for ultra-high-frequenqy breakdown, which is based on the 

criterion that at the p~int of breakdown ionization rate. 

equals the rate of loss due to diffUsion. Other processes 

of removal of elect~ons, such as attachment and recombina-

·tion, are considered to be negligible for the type of 

discharge studied, when the gap length is small compared 

with the wavelength, the electronic ·mean free path and the 

amplitude of oscillation. The mechanism of discharge of 

this type have been reviewed by Bito. and Antal (1973). 

The more cammon statistical descriptions and those by 

independent particles .applied so far are outlined and }~.e:fer 

reference is made regarding the sphere of validity of the 

approximations used by these descriptions@ 

Considering only the diffusion of electrons~ the -flow of electrons constitutes a current,' and if r be 

the current density which is equal to the proQ.uct of 

particle concentration "n" and diffusion coefficient· "D" 

the continuity equation ~or electrons is 

dll - p· 0 . at' +'\f. r -· - ••• ( 1 .1) 

where· npn is a net production rate. If :0i be the ioni- · 

zation_frequency then npn is equaJ. to n-0i • So, the 
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con~inui ty equation becomes 

... ( 1.2) 

.bmJ. Assuming the gas between infinite para.llel plates and 

So Slow that ·/~~ approach to breakdown is a-v can be 

ignored and solving eqn. (1.2) with the aid of boundary 

condition n = 0 at x 

breakdown as 

= + d 
- 2 we get the condition of 

••• (1.3) 

Mom generally, the solution for a vessel of any geometry 

in a uniform field is 

D 
R 

-;')· (. ••• (1.4) 

where 1\ is a quantity known as characteristic diffusion 

length. By analogy with the first Townsend, coefficient for 

doc.· j_onization where the electron loss is contr.o,lle:d ·by 

mobility, a high frequency ionization coefficient where 

loss is controlled by diffusion, is- defined as 

~- -0i. - i 
:J - DB~ - .I\'2-E2 ••• 
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Values of s have been calculated by Herlin e,nd Brown 

(1948) and Me Donald and Brown (1949). They are gi~en as 

a function of E/p and ?lp where ll is the wavelength. 

The data are then used to calculate breakdown voltage in 
I 

air between co-axial cylinders and results are 'found to 

be in close agreement with the experimentally determined 

:values&_ The ratio of tbe two ionization coeffici·ents may 

be written as 

• • • ( 1 • 6) 

which is a measure of the average energy of electrons~ 

Thus, in principle, d.co ionization coefficient yt can 

be determined 1E from the a.cG ionization coefficient 

if the average energy of electron as a function E/p 

is known. Thi's can be done correctly only for those 

cases where the e~ectron energy distribution functions 

are essentially the same. When the applied frequency is 

greater than the frequency of inelastic collision and 

less than the frequency of elastic collision, Holstein 

(1946) showed that the energy distribution of electrons 

in a h.f. field is closely the same as that of electrons :::c~ 

in a static field equal in magnitude to the xm r.m.s. 

value of h.f. field. Holstein (1946) interpreted the 

breakdown criterion having a general character, given in 

8/i)P-'r'jf'"' 
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relation (.1. 3), with the a_.id of the introduction of the 

direct current analogy. He then obtained a relation 

between the breakdown field "E", the gap length "d" and 

the gas pressure "p" as 

'2 
(pd) 11'2\:<Te 

e(~) ( ~) 
•••. (1.7) 

where ol is the Townsend's first ionization coefficient, 

"e" is the electronic charge, Te is the electron tem-
'· 

perature and "k" is the Boltzmam constant. 

In a series of.theoreticat papers on h.f. discharge, 

Morganau and Hartman (1948) have discussed methods for 

determining the electron_energy distribution and have 

shown how such functions can be used in the calculation 

of breakdown fields on the assumption that the only mecha

nism for electron removal is recombination with positive 
. . 

ions. The calculated values are appreciably lower than 

the measured values and the discripancy is explained by 

the consideration that electron must also be removed by 

other mechanism. 

Kihara (1952) adopting a proper molecular model 

for collision processes betwe~n gas molecules and' charged 

particles such as ions or electrons introduced cross -

sections of molecule for elastic, exciting and ionizing 
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collisions into Boltzmann theory to establish the" molecular 

kinetic theory. Dividing the whole problem into different. 

·.parts Kihara obtained a~solute expressions for mobility 

coefficient, diffusion coefficient and electron tempera

ture. in terms of some molecular constants. and some measura

ble parameters. ~he processes by wh:l,ch these'molecular 
~ / . " .. ,.., 

constants for different gases and vapours are·to be c81cu

la.ted have also been provided. Starting from Bol tzma.nn . ' . . 

distribution of charged parti9les in a: gas with unifo~ 

temperature ~nd pressure and nonuniform den~ity and apP

lied exter~al field, Kihar~ aieo obtained the well known 

relation between mobility and diffusion coefficient viz. 

D = .. u.RTe . /--. e 

Assuming the coeffi~ient of elastic scattering between gas . 
. ~· ' 

. molecules and ele'ctrons or ions inversely proportional. t9. 

the relative speed between the ~olliding particles Kihara 
' 

obtained an expression for the difference qf electron 

temperature and the gas tempera~e ·in terms of applied 

electric field and frequency. Since a few electrons with· 

exceptionally large energies usually take main part ·in 
' . ' . ,_ 

ionization, Kihara considered that the velocity distri-
. I , 

bution of electrons is not distUrbed by the ionization 
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proce as . and remains M~wellia:n. He then obtained the 

breakdown condition as 

• • • ( t .a) 

where A1 and C are two molecular constants introduced. 

by Kihara, ~ is the wavelength of the applied r.f. 

fielde This theoretical expression is in a~eement with 

observations upto a certain limited range. 

Taillet and Brunet (1965) in their conference paper 

investigated the physical mechanism of high frequency 

discharges maintained by resonance. It is concluded that 

when a ref~ discharge fa_ excited with a frequency c.oj'2.1T 

higher than the collision freq':lency -0.,, CL resonance due 

to dispersive properties of the plasma can control the 

steady state of the discharge and determine the value of 

the electron density for a given geometry and frequency. 

Besides tbe two general type of loss of electrons 

in high frequency discharge namely mobility and fk diffu~ 

sion; there may be a third type_ of loss mechanism which 

·becomes. very prominent in case of certain gases. This is 

the loss by formation of negative ion. Nega.ti ve ions 

appear in gases under t~o circumstances, (a) they may be 

created in the gas largely through attachment of free 
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electrons to atoms and molecules and rarely by dissocia

tion of molecules in a polar phase by electron impact, 

(b) they may be introduced in the gas by interaction of 
' . 

fast particles of atomic mass with surfaces or by libe

ration from hot surfaces. Attachment of electrons causes 

loss of the former as ionising agents and leads to delayed ,:_;.;:l: 

an und~sirable electronic ionising events in asymmetrical 

field. breakdown. It may further act to increase the rate 

of loss of carriers by recombination. 

Thi~ loss of electron by attachment is a very p~e

domina.nt factor in· case of certain types of gas e.g. O'J- , 

co~ ' so~ , halogens, some organi~ vapours etc. which 

have strong affinity to attach the electrons to neutral 

atoms or molecules to form negative ion directly or by 

dissociation. The electron is bound to the molecule with 

a.n energy fc:1. which is called the electron affinity. 
I 

The phenomenon of electron attachment to neutral atom is 

a common occurance for gases. whose outer electronic 

shells are nearly filled. The measure of the ease with 

which' an electron can attach to neutral atom or molecule 

is.given by the electron affinity energy· which varies 

form about 4 volts for gases like F2~d 0~ to nearly 

zero for'those gases which exhibit small attachment and 

is ~ve for those which do not. Atoms characterised by 
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closed electronic shells are inert to extra atomic electronso 

Molecules in a L ground. state are characterised by no 

resulting spin or angular momentumo Their electrons form 

closed groups and hence.also show inertness to extra 

molecular electrons. qases such as H~ , Nz. and CO fall 

into this group and show no electron attachment. 

The attachment of electrons in gases .was not clearly 

perceived until about 1910 when the v:a.cuum techniques and 

purification .of gases led Franck and Pohl (1910) to study 

ion mobili tie~ in inert gases and N'7- and they noted the 
' 
presence of free electrons at higher pressures. The· studies 

of Townse rid ( 19 t 4) and ·bi s co-workers La ttey, ·' Ti z za.rd ( 191 2) 

had led to the recogniti9n of the existence of free elect-
' ' 

rona at lower pressures in gases. The experimental works 

leading to the ultimate discerning of electron attachment 

were the studies of the variation of carrier mobilities in 

air as a function of pressure by A.F.Kovarick ( 1910) .with 

the Rutherford A.a. method of mobility measurements using 
' . 

photo electrons and those of E.M.Wellisoh (1915, 1916,' 

1917) using the same method but producing ions by ol -par

ticles from Po in an auxiliary field below a gauge foll

owing the method of Franck. 

' 
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Loeb ( 1921 ' 1923' 1924) in a series of work 'inve.sti-

gated the .possible theories of formation of ·negative ion . \ ~ . 

from electron and neutral molecules proposed. by _J.J.Thomson . . 

and by Wellisch. Mobilities of the carrie_rs forme_d by photo 
' electrons liberated.from·one plate of·a par&llel plate con-

denser by a beam of ultra violet light, focussed on it at 

a glancing angle fro~ a quartz. l~ns, were. determined at 

d-ifferent pressures for air using the Rutherford a. c. method. 

The ·msults in general confirmed the results of previous 
' '. 

. . 
observers, yielding a single class of carriers whose mobi-

lities became abnormal beiow 150 .·mm. presSure. The values 

of the_se mobilities were- also found· to be a function of· 
.. 

the fr_eque'ncy ofcommuta_tion in agreement with earlier J:~·";~~:-c1 
' . 

·results. The manner of introduction of ultraviolet light 
• • \ • f ' " 

.into the chamber reduces the s~ray light effect and it 

·!was found that the asymptotic feet -of, the curves observed. 

below 200 mm. pressure were· a real. and important, feature 

of the phe:rioniemon• The D1athema.tic·al theory. o:f J .J.Thomson 

-was adapted to fit these mea.Surements and on the· basis of 
'• • > • 4' I ' .. • I ' ' ' ' ·,. 

. . 
the· equation so deduced the chance of :i,on formation_ "n"·'was 

determined from experiment. Within the limits o"! :accuracy 

~f the method, "n" WaS fomad to be .eq~al -to about 2·.5 X· 105 

. . 
for ptire and dry ·air. The current voltage curves· computed 

. . ~ 

on the basis of the Thomson theory were compared, with the 
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observed curves and marked general similarities were noticed 

below 200 mm. pressu~es .• The asymptotic .feet of the computed 

a·nd observed curves lie close together, which is si1Jlli.ficant 

in as DH much as it is these portions of the observed curves 

that yield the abno~al values of the mobility~ Deviations 

of the observed curves from those computed at the higher 

and lower pressures _are explained. Repetition of the Wellisch 
I 

experiments shows that what he termed "free electrons" are the 

carriers of abnormal~ high mobilities observed by the ear

lier workers. It is shown that as the electrons do not attach 

to N~ molecules, and that as the values of "n" obtained in 

pure 02 and in N2 with smaJ.l quanti ties of 02 · . in it 

agree with the values found for air on the basi a of its . 

. oxygen content, one must conclude that it is to the 0~ 

molecules in air that the electrons attach. The value of "n" 

for 02 molecules is then 5 x 10+ E> 

Most of the methods of measurements of "n", the atta

chment pro~abil1ty were handicapped due to different reasons. 

Be_eause of the very low va+ues of "n" in 'many gases, as well 

as the. difficulty of achieving groups of electrons of narrow 

energy spread in gases of sufficient density for appreciable 

·attachment, no significant studies on the appearance poten

tials of ions and energy of ion formation with indentifica

tion of ion species formed by mass spectrographs have been 
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successful, until when Hickam and Fox (1954) applied their 

retarding potential aifference method to the study of 

attachment of electrons to SF6 combined with mass spe

ctrograph revealing a new technique of investigation. 

An electron that makes -0e impacts per E:~econd 

and under the action of the :field "E" moves pE cen

timeters per second takes 1/~E seconds to go one ~ 
. I 

centimeter(J Starting, with "n" electrons, the number &n 

out of "n" that attach in going dJC. centimeters will 

depend on "n", -i:>e.j.).(E and on cl?C • If "h" is the pro- · 

portionality constant, then dYJ =~hn0ed-xj,.uS. 

"h" is called the probability of attachment and is the 

recip~ocal of the average number of i~paots an electron 

makes to attach and 

Another quantit,y " n 

is the mob;l:li ty coefficient. . 

may be defined as the proba-

bility of attachment per em. travel in analogy to ioniza-

tion coefficient n cA_ "- and likewise (3 /p is a func-

tion of E/p. These two attachment coefficients are 

related by ~ · = (3 fl- S:/ ~e • Hence another coefficient 

may be ·defined in analogy to 1.\_ 

frequency, and may be called the attachment frequency and 

it is rele.ted to "h" by h = . -0a./ Dt:_ • Taking into 

consideration this new mechanism, the continuity equa-
I 

tion f'or number of electrons /c. c. mey be modified by 
! 

putting [ ( ~L --~a) It J in place of as 

\ 
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the frequency of pr.o~uction of' electrons, when the breakdown 
' . 

eondi tion in. case of high frequency di!=!charge with Maxwellian 

velocity distribution of electron can be given by 

. ' ?- . 
o(__ = . __@:__ + _ Q., . If · Ua.u~ 
P P. . · 3 .(Ee/p)(pcL)2-

where Ee '= effective fi~ld UCL'\)a = average electron 

energy :in: ev. !rhe qu~nt~ ties, 0-/P., (3/p _and · _ Ua:u
3 

· are 

ail functions of -.Ee /p · ·and ·depend on th.e · energ{ di stri-
• t. • • 

buti'On fUnction. Different authors measured the variation 
. ' I • • 

of, ~p and (6 /p with _ E/p. Oonsid~ring diff~rent. possi- . 

· bili ties of energy dissipation of electron after attachment 

to the. molecules and atoms _and applying con~inuity equation 

· Harrison· and Geballe ( 1953) obtai~ed the expression for. d.c. 

current for applied d~c. voltage "E" as 

••• 

where "d" is the distance between the. electrodes. Variation 

of d.c. current with different electrode· separation for . ~ . 
I . • 

values of E/p = 60 to E/p··= 25 volts/em. mm. of Hg. were 
. ' ' , ' 

o'btainedo Variations _ (2> /p With cf.../p were obtained. for air, 

Freon,. QF3 y SF3 • Measurements of variation of "h" with 

, E/p were made by Bradbury,- and Tr~.tel (1934) for gases SO.z , 
:. :. 

N~O, H2~, NH 3 , H20, HCl,- 012 ~d diffe_rent .mixtures of 

attacntng gases~ ·B\lrch and Geballe· ( 1957) measured the 

; 
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variation of 0/P with .E/p of oxygen. Measurements of cross 

section of attachment of halogens 012. , Br2.. , I 2 .. for-
' . ' ,. . 

differ~nt ~nergy of the electron by Healay (1938) show~ 
. ' ' I ' . ', 

miximum near 2 volts of energY: of electrons for all the three 

gases. These are the some of the observations of variation of 

(?> /p -with E/p. 

- -Th-ese measurements of -variation of ·(3/p and ot./p· 

wi'th E/p help. to ·compare -the· breakdown voltage data obser~e-d 
~ ! I 

(~ . in high frequency discharge' of attaching gases taking the 

effective high frequency field as the applied d.c., field • 
. ', 

Harlin and Brown { 1948) me_asured. the 'breakdown voltage in air 

at .3000· Me/sec •. with the distance varying from 0.6:;5 · ~m. to : 

o. f58 ~m~_ and th~ pressu~e varying fr·om 70. mm. Hg.- to 2 $1. ~H:g • 
. .. 1 I •· ' 

Similar measureme~ts were, done by Pim ( 1949) at 2000 Me/sec. -

W1 th the gap length '\aryi:rlg :from o.oa em. to o.o6 em.· and the 

pressure -varying from.760 mm. Hg. to 160 mm. Hg. Thed.iscreo.. 

pancy between_these observations and theoretical ?lot_ of 

breakdown. curve a, o?tained by taking help :k of measurements 

. of Healey and Reed ( 1941) fo·r average elec~ron energy ~s a 

function of E/p · was ~f the .. order ~f 10%~ However~ With 

inc:I"eased purity of air -.by taking every observation with 

fresh air after exhausting all air .. of the previous observation 
.. 

:the experimental. .curve shows much better agreeme~t wfth the . 

theo'retical' curvee' The da.t·a of ~:i.cro~~ve breSkd.own mea~urement 

. . ~· 

. ' ' 
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in oxygen at 3000 Me/sec. with _.gap length 0.635 em. over a 

range of pressures from 70 to 2 mn. Hg. often are in good 

agreement with the theoretical value· calculated :m:k with the 

help of measurements of d.. /p and (6 /p for oxygen .from the 

work of Harrison and Geballe (1953) and taking the value of 

-D171 = 3. 5 x 109 p obtained from mobility measurements of 

Nielsen and Bradbury {1937) and the relation for the a.c. 

mobility to get the value of Ee given by 

••• (1.10) 

where EP ex~. (~uol) is the applied field (high frequency) 

and D is the collision frequency G 
"ll1 

b) With Superimposed D.c. Electric Field. 

The effect of a d.c. potential on the initiation of 

radio-frequency discharge was first made by Krichner (1925, 

1947). He studied the r.f0 potential necessary for the 

initiation and maintenance of a discharge in different gases 

with diff-erent frequencies. He found 1 that the application 

of a d.c. potential, plus or minus, .to a r.f. discharge main-

·tained by an a.c. potential caused the discharge to vanish 

completely. He stated .the reason for the effect is that the 

displacement which the electrons responsible for ionization 

can attain during one period of oscillation is of the same 
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order of magnitude as, or smaller than, the distance between 
.. 

the electrodes, and that therefore these electrons can osci-

llate between the electrodes and give rise to a cumulative 

generation of ions. When a d. c. voltage of the . same magni

tude is superimposed on the a.c. voltage, during one half 

of the complete cycle the voltage becomes nearly equal to 

zero and the continuous oscillation of electrons for pro

duction of ions and electrons ceases due tp this effective 

nullification of accelerating voltage and hence discharge 

disappears. 

Varela (1947) superimposed a d.c. field, less than -.r.·.~: 

that required to initiate the discharge on a r.f. potential 

in a discharge tube With the idea of hastening the discharge 

and obtaining ·a short deionization time. It .is hoped that 

the intensity of the discharge should be increased by the 

direct current, but contrary to this xa it is observed that 

the application of a d.c. potential greatly impeded the for.~

mation of discharge am higher radio frequency pot-ential is 

required for initiation of the discharge ani also the admi-
• 

ttance of the discharge is found to be lower than when the 

1mat bias is applied. Recovery is some what rapid as has 

been expected. It is observed that ionization occur through ~ :s: 

a small angle at the voltage peak of the radio frequency 
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cycle when the voltage is above the ionization threshold9 

the remaining period being utilised for removal of the 

ions. So when a d.c. bias of about the same ·value as the 

r.mcs. value of the alternating potential is applied; the 

field exceeded the ionization threshold for only one period 
\ 

in each cycle and the ratio. of ionization time to deioniza

tion time is considerably reduced. The increase in ioniza

tion rate due to higher potential during the ionization 

period is not sufficient to offset the increase in deioni

zation time and so higher r.f. voltage is required to 

initiate the discharge; the same effects are present during 

the discharge and d.c. bias produces· a reduction in inten~ 

·_sity. Varela (1947) conducted experiment at a_frequency of 

120 Me/Sec• with 5 micro sec. pulses at a rate. of 60 per sec. 

· The di echarge tube had Al electrodes in a:n. e:tmo sphere of 

about 5 em. of hydrogen with 20% Argon. No quantitative 

theory was formulated to explain these effects. 

Varnerin and Brown { 1950.) obtained solutions for the 

energy distribution function of electrons in a gas showing 

a very close similarity between the distribution functions 

under the action of a.c. and of d.c. fields. From this 

simi.larity it is possible to compare quantitatively the· 

first Townsend coefficient of a gas with the a.c. ioniza

tion coefficient in hydrogen in which collision frequency 
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is constant at constant pressure. Taking the total 

electric field, 

••• 

where E ct.<'.. represents the d.c. field, E a. c.. the r.m.s. 

value of ·the a.c. field and C0 its radian frequency, an 

effective field is· de.fi·ned by 

E e2. ::::: E :-. c. .+ 
0 

.,_ -S~ " E 2 

o.. + (0.4 Ct.. C.. 
~ 

••• ( 1 • 12) 

where 0c is the collision frequency. 

The breakdown of a gas in a cavity occurs when the 
\ 

losses of electrons to the walls of the cavity are replaced 
, I 

·by ionization in the body of the gas. When an a.c. field 

alone is applied, electrons are lost by diffusion. When a 

small doc. sweeping field is applied, electrons are lost. 

both by diffusion and mobility. The mathematical formulation 

of the breakdown condition is obtained by the consideration 
~ 

of these processes. The flow of electrons r is given by 

••• (1.13) 
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When the electrons that are lost are replaced by new ones 

resulting from ionization, 

~ v.r ••• (1.14). 

where -):). 
l is the ionization coefficient, 'D' end fl 

are the diffusion and mobility coefficients respectively 

and 'n' is the density of electrons. Then we have when 
~ E . 

d,..e. is directed along the z-axis, 

v9-'Yl + Ecl.c .. "'?Jn + -D. 'Yl _ 0 . Dpu "0a l - ••• 

o6la.i:n ed. 
The solution of this equation isAsubjected to the condi-

tion 

where 

ili=i 
1) /\.'). 

d,.c. 

••• ( 1 .16) 

1\ defines a modified diffusion length given 
d.. c. 

by the relation 

_1 = i_ + ~~EcJ..cl ?
. 1\?- K L 2- D J 

-d.. c . 

••• (1.17) 

.A is the characteristic diffusion length and is. given by 

. . 

~2- = cr.t + c'J_·ff5)~ ••• 
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The only difference between the breakdown condition in 

the a.c. - d.c"' case and the pur~ cr.c~ case is the subs

titution of a modified diffusion length Ad.. c. for tlle 

characteristic diffusion length 1\ • The modified a 
diffusion length of a cavity is smaller than the charac

teristic diffusion length which means that d.c. sweeping 

field is equivalent to reduce the cavity dimension. 

When an a.c. field alone is applied the effective 

a.c. ionization coefficient -f: "Je is given by 

•••• (1.19) 

Varnerin and Brown ( 1950) then equated the value of Se 
so obtained to 1 j .1\;.c.E~ for the appropriate 

value of Ee and obtained the value of 1\ d... e.. 
• From 

the definition of .1\J.:c. the '\e.lue of D/fo 

obtained from which they obtained the average electron 

energy and first Townsend ionization coefficient in 

hydrogen. A theoretical breakdown curve for a.n (E/p)t:L.e. 

12 volts cm;1 torr-i has been obtained using proper 

. di stri but ion function and the modified diffusion 1 ength. 

The relative increase in a.c. b~akdown field with super

imposed d.·c. field for air at pressure of 38 mm. Hg. 2 • .TI.~t 

had b~en obtained by Brown (1956) upto E = .200 volts/em. J.c. 
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Yamanoto and Okuda ( 1955) . made some study of high 

frequency discharge with a d.c. voltage applied perpendi

cular to high frequency field~ The discharge tubes were 

filled with air and ~ fitted with internal electrodes 

made of several materials. A high frequency (77 Me/sec.) 

voltage was applied to two parallel electrodes from 

outside the tube; perpendicular to the high frequency 

field, a strong d.c. field was applied to a set of 

parallel electrodes placed inside the tube. The d.c. 

so:uz-ce bad maximum voltage of 20 KV and maximum current 

capacity of 20 mA. During the experiment, the pressure 
. -4 

was varied from 10 mm. Hg. ·to 10 mm. Hg. Keeping the 

high frequency field constant, the d.c. voltage current 

characteristic curves were obtained. The system give 

rise to three type of disc~arge: a d.c. glow discharge, 

in which a small amount of ionization is produced by 

the h. f. f'i e ld , a typical high frequency ( "diffusion 

region") discharge in which the d.c. electrodes act 

as a double probe and collect current limited by space 

charges and an intermediate type in which the h.f. field 

produces enough ions to alter substantial.ly the cathode 

fall to the glow discharge. In absence of high frequency 

field, the cathode region mechanism depends on the value 

of -d , the Townsend's second ionization coeffieient at 

the electrode. From the properties of the intermediate 

type' (} can be calculated. 
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Rasquin (1965) studietl the breakdo~ behaviour o£ air 

und~r the influence of e. 'di.rect inhomogeneous electric 

field with a superimposed alternating electric .£ield. With 

an electrode configuration which produces ·an inhomogeneous 

field, breakdown in air can occur even if the applied d.co 

field is much smaller than the d.c. breakdown voltage, if 

a· high frequency alternating field is superimposed whose peak 

value, however, is still snmll compared with the d.c. refe

rence field. For this breakdown to occur, the d.c. field 

must be applied so that the electrode of greater curvature ];;: 

is more positive than the .other. A possible explanation is 

that negatiye space charge near the inner cylinder preve·nts 

breakdown from developingo In. this connec_tion it should be 

noted that the density of the negative sPace charge ta~es 

a definite value dependent on the applied voltage. Under 

stationary conditions, the negative space ·charge is rather 

greater than that is necessary for the establishment of an 
-

arc~ If the voltage on the electrode is changed, the space 

charge cannot follow the voltage for.· an a:rbi trarily- high 
I 

rate of change. Thus for part of .the time the space ch~rge 

is less than the equilibrium value and during this time 

:Sen and Bhattacbarjee ( 1965) measured the breakdown 

voltages in the case of some mre gases (He, Ne, A) and in. 
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oxygen at a. constant pressure ( 10 mm. ·Hg.) when excited 

simultaneously by radio frequency field (frequency 10 Mc/S.) 

and a variable d.c• field. It is found in all cases that 

·the breakdown voltage is higher when both. the fields are 

present than when the gases are excited by the radio fre

quency field alone and the breakdown voltage gradually 

increases with the increase of the applied d.c. field. The 

variation of breakdown field with d.c. field is of the same 

nature in all X«E of the gases studied. A theoretical exp

ression for the breakdown voltage in the presence of both 

the r.f. field and d.c. fields deduced from the theory of 

electrical discharge by Kihara (1952) together with the 

expression of eqUivalent length as deduced by Varnerin and 

Brown (1950). Sen and Bhattacharjee (1966) also measured 

the breakdown vol ta.ge in case of air, hydrogen, oxygen and 

carbondioxide at a pressure of a few millimeters of mercury 

when excited simultaneously by a radio freq~ncy f1eld (fre

quency 10.3 Me/Sec.) and a va:t•iable d.c. field varying from 

0 to 240 volts/em. It is found that the breakdown voltage 

increases when the d.c. field is small, and when the field 

is .further increased it shows a maximum and then gradually 

falls f~r all the gases studied, the manmum occuring at a 
"' - . 

d.c. voltage which di.ffers from gas to gas. Sen and Bhatta-

charjee (1967) have shown that, ~en·the d.c. field is small, 
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the dominant factor is the loss of electrons by diffusion,

as well as by mobility which causes the breakdown voltage 

to increase, but when the d .. Ce field is increased, contri

bution due to d.c. ionization causes a decrease in the r.f. 

breakdown voltage. Stanskii and Fridrikhov (1972) have 

observed the presence of a region of in~tability when a 

constant electric field of 100 - 500 volts/em. is applied 

to high frequency resonant discharge in the microwave 

region. 

c) With Superimposed Magnetib Field. 

The breakdown of gases by high frequency electric 

fields in presence of a constant magnetic field has been 

studied by Townsend and Gill (1938) and by Brown (1940). 

Townsend and Gill (1938) calculated the effect of magne

tic field on the h.f. breakdown of a gas in a magnetic 

fieldo In presence of a magnetic field of intensity "H" 

the electrons move in spiral with angular frequency eH/m. 

When the electric force is in the direction of the mag

netic force, the velocity of electrons are independent 

of the magnetic force, and the mean energy gained by the 

electrons from the electric field is the same as that 

gained in absence of magnetic force. But if the magnetic 

force be in a direction perpendicular to the electric 

force the velocity of electrons changed by a factor 
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where GJb = eH/m, the cyclotron 

frequency and 't' is the time between successive colli

sions. The diffusion coefficients is also changed in the 

same .ratio. Hence if· _}.)... . and "D" are the mobility and 

diffusion coefficients in absence of magnetic field and 

)JH and D'"' are -the corresponding values in presence 

of a perpendicular magnetic_field t~n 

• Q • {1.20) 

and 

D 
••• ( 1. 21) 

In discharge tubes where the electric and mag

netic fields are in the direction of the axis of the 

tube, the rate of diffusion of electrons to the surface 

of the tube is diminished by the action of the magnetic 

force and hence a smaller breakdown field is required. 

The effect is most noticeable in @ases at low pressures. 

If electric and magnetic fields are perpend~cu1ar to 

each other, not only is diffUsion reduced, but for cer

tain. values of magnetic field and applied frequency 

resonance will occur when W = Wb • Physically, 

this means that t~e magnetic field reverses the direc-
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tion .of electrons, without loss of energy, as the applied 

electric field reverses, so that although the magnetic 

field supplies no energy to the electron, it so alters its 

direction that the electron can rapidly gain energy from 

the electric field, provided that the motion is not fre

quently inter~pted by collisions with the gas molecules. 

Thus at low pressure a resonance condition occurs when 

••• (1 .• 22) 

giving very low b~eakdow.n fields. At high pressures the 

resonance. will be masked by· collisions, but the losses by 

diffusion will still be reduced by the presence of magnetic 

field. 

' 
Townsend and Gill (1938) tested experimentally the 

theoretical investigation by measuring the electric field 

required to start a discharge in dry air in a large spherical 

bulb 1'3 em. in diameter. The oscillatory field was applied by 

means of two large parallel plates, between which the bulb 

was placed, which formed the condenser of a secondary cir

cuit loosely coupled to a high frequency continuous wave 

generator. The magnetic field in a direction perpendicular 

to the electric field was maintained by a current in a large 

pair of Helmholtz coila~· The frequency of the applied elect

ric field was 48 Me/sec. and 30 Me/sec. and the range of 
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pressure varied from few microns _to 240-microns. The magnetic 

·field varied from 0 to 30 e.m.u. A decrease of starting·· 

field was noted for values of pressure.less than the minimum 

without magnetic field and increase of starting field for 

values of pressure greater than that at which the breakdown 

voltage became minimum when magnetic field was applied~ 
I 

Brown ( 1940) extended the work to the cas.e of hydrogen and 

obtained almost similar resultsQ. 

Lax, Allis and ·Brown (1950) carried out experiments 

and explained theoretically the breakdown voltage of a gas 

excited by a microwave field in presence of transverse 
. . 

magnetic field. The gas used was helium containing a small 

admixture Qf Hg. vapour (Heg) and they obtained breakdown 

curves for different values of pressure. The breakdown vol

tage. becomes a minimum a for a magnetic field which is indef! 

pendent of p~essure of the gas, the effect of resonance 

being most marked at low values of pressure. 

Ferritti and Veronesi (1955) measured breakdown 

voltage in air using cylindrical electrodes. The frequency 

of applied field was 10 Me/sec. to 30 Me/sec. and magnetic 

field varied from 0 to 800 Gausse The pressure of the gas 

was 0.1 mm., 0.5 mm. and 10 mm. Hg. and i·n all cases they 

observed a lowring of breakdown voltage in presence of 

magnetic field., 
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A theoretical investigation was made of the problem 
·. 

of electrical breakdown in a high frequency electrodeless 

discharge·at low pressure in the presence of a steady 

transverse magnetic field by Deb and Goswami (1964). kIt 

was ·shown that with increase in tA_ , the ratio of cyc_lo-

tron frequency to the frequency of the applied field, the 

breakdown field tends to increase and the main regi.on of 

the curve is displaced towards longer wavelengths. The 

effect of angle of arrival at the end-walls of the charged 

particles on the breakdown mechanism ~ had also been con

siderede 

Bangall and Haydon (1965) studied the pre-breakdown 

ionization ~n molecular nitromen to establish whether the 

influence of a transverse magnetic fie~d is equivalent to 
. 1 

an increase in the gas pressure from p to P.e= P(i+~i)!.i. 
where GJb is the electron cyclotron frequency, and 

is a constant, effective electron molecule collision fre

quency. When the value of E/pe lies w1 thin the range 

150 z E/pe < 250 v· cm; 1 torr} De. has a constant value 

equal to a.:; x 109 p sec;i , but when E/pe < 150, J)ei:P 

must decrease with decreasing E/p e for satisfactor,y agree-

ment to be maintained. The possibility of extending the con

cept to account for the changes in secondary ionization and 

the breakdown potential in nitrogen are also discussed. Con

sidering the different complex situations of pre-breakdown 
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ionization at· different range of E/p , they observed that e 

the complex situation is not restricted to nitrogen so that 

an approach to the problem of breakdown in terms of an equi

valent increase in gas pressure is by no means simple and at 

least for nitrogen the equivalent pressure concept is valid 

within a limited range of E/p
8 

valuese 

A high frequency single electrode discharge was 

considered in a coaxial resonator in the presence of longi

tudinal-magnetic field by Ivanov and Gavrilova (1972). Ex

periments which confirm the theory are discussed. Under 

certain ·conditions. the _losses due to high frequency. single 

electrode dis.charge are large, being governed mainly by the 
,-

secondary emission coefficient of the electrode material and\~! .. > 
by the ratio of frequencies cv and wb = eH/m. High 

frequency resonance discharge had also been studied by· 

Grallean (1974) in hydrogen in static magnetic field. It 

was shown experimentally that the gas pressure, the amplitude 

of the electromagnetic field and the angle between the direc~ 

tion qf the static magnetic field and the discharge axis are 

the most important parameters. 

Most of the works in this line \l.ere .done in resonance 

magnetic field such that the frequency of the applied field 
r eH 

and magnitude of magnetic field are such that Ja.ppt.i.ed. 2.1f'YY1 

was satisfied.., I1i ttle work has been done in which the 
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magnetic field is far removed from the resonance value. Sen 

and Ghosh (1963) studied the breakdown in air and nitrogen 

in crossed non-resonant magnetic field applying the radio 

frequency voltage of frequency 8.1 Me/sec. ,and 7.15 Me/sec. 

respectively in the pressure range of few microns of Hg. to 

500 microns of Hg. They obtained a family of curves for 

different steady magnetic fields whose value lie within 

100 gauss0 It was observed that each curve, for a steady 

crossed magnetic field, has got a minimum breakdown voltage 

at a certain pressure which shifts to blgk higher pressure 

as the magnetic field is increased. An increase of breakdown 

voltage !as also observed on the application of transverse 

magnetic field within the range of pressure for which the 

measurement -were taken. Sen and Gupta ( 1969) . obtained the 

break~own characteristics in non-resonant magnetic field 

varying from 0 to 120 gauss in helium, neaon and argon and 

obtained the same results as Sen and Ghosh (1963), the 

frequency of the applied h.f. field was 4 to 12 Me/seQ. 

Following the theory of Kibara (1952) for breakdown of 

gases by radio frequency field and equivalent pressure 

concept introduced by Blevin and Haydon (1958) with the 

variation of mobility and diffusion coefficients .in a mag-

· netic field, an expression for the breakdown voltage of 

gase·s by r. f. ·field was developed by Sen and Ghosh ( 1963) ([:: __ ~-=-';) 
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the effect of attachment loss to the breakdown condition and 

obtained the modification in their breakdown voltage expre

ssion as 

• • • ( 1. 23) 

where 

b ::::: [.)\)~~a JijQ_ [ cVI? ~ (3/p] lf'l- ••• (1.24) 

p 

~ = mobility coefficient, 

E = breakdown voltage without consideration of 
0 

attachment, 

Ea..= breakdown vol ta.ge with consideration of attachment., 
0 

Sen and Bhattacharjee (1969) calculated the values 

o:f rX/p at different E/p values from the r.f• {17.6 Mc/s.) 

breakdown measurements in air, ~oxygen and carbondioxide 

within the pressure range 1 to 6 mm. Hg. and in transverse 

magnetic field from 0 to 1800 gauss. lt was found that the 

oL /p yalues calculated from Brown's theory of diffusion 

controlled breakdown are in better agreement with the 

results obtained in the literature than those calculated 

. from Kihara's theory. Kumar, et a1 (1971) studied,the break

down phenomena of air in presence of parallel low intensity 
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magnetic fi~ld over the pressure range 5 to 115m. torr, the 

frequency of the applied r.f. field was 55 Me/sec. Appre

ciable reduction in· diffusion loss of electrons beyond 80 

gauss was observed. 

Ram and Sarkar (1971) studied the r.f. (16 Me/sec.) 

breakdown characteristic of argon in presence of·a·low inten~ 

sity (0 to 180 gauss), longitudinal and a high intensit,y 

( 100 to 1500 gauss), non-resonant transverse magnetic field 

over. the pressure range of 0.5 to 100 mm. Hg. In the case 

of longitudinal magnetic field, breakdown potential was 

found to increase monotonously with increasing magnetic 

field. But in case of transverse magnetic field the break

down voltage was found to increase upto a certain field 

and then decreased slightly with increase of field above 

40 mm. Hg. Sen and Jana·(1977) showed the validity of 

diffusion theory in radio frequency breakdown in molecular 

gases in longitudinal magnetic field. 
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GLOW DISCHARGE CURRENT IN PRESENCE 

OF MAGNETIC FIELD. 

Townsend (1912) worked out the motion of a random 

awarlf\ of electrons moving in electric and magnetic fields 

in absence of space charge effects. I•ater work by Town~end 

(1938) obtained the coefficient of diffusion and mobili-

ties of elec.trons in a gas in presence of electric and 

magnetic f~elds. In a magnetic field of.intensity "H" the 

electrons move in spirals about the axes parallel to the 

direction 'of magnetic field with an~lar velocity also 

called gyro-frequency, wb given by 

'e'anq'm'are the charge and mass of the electrons. The 

coefficient of free diffusion of electrons DH per-

" pendicular to the magnetic field is given by 

D 
1 + cu'b't''2 

where "D" is the normal diffusion coefficient and rc is 

the· mean time of flight of an electron between col~isions. 

This equation was verified experimentally by Bailey (1930) 

who measured the lateral diffusion coefficient of a stream 

of electrons in parallel electric and magnetic fields. He 
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used photo electric currents having negligible space 

charge. In perpendicular electric and magnetic fields 

the drift velocity and hence mobility in·the field 

direction is reduced and is given by 

where _,;U is the mobility in absence of magnetic field. 

When a magnetic field acts upon a glow discharge, 

various changes such as increase of equivalent pressure, 
I 

decrease in the length of the cathode dark space, a change ':.:.:·_~ 

in radial ion density in the positive column and marked 

changes in current voltage characteristics of the discharge 

takes place. Theoretical interpretation of these phenomena 

have been provided by Townsend (1938), Guntherschulze 

( 19 24) and also by Allis and Allen ( 1937) who have inves ti;.;'~: 

gated the motion of electrons in presence of an electric 
.. 

field, a magnetic field and a concentration gradient. 

Penning (1936) studied the effect of a trensverse.magnetic 

field upon the current voltage characteristic curve in.a 

discharge. Beckman {1948) has calculated in detail the 

relations between electric field gradient; electron tem

perature and magnetic field, and also the new electron den

sity distribution when a cylindrical plasma is placed in a 

uniform transverse magnetic field. The results agree fairly 

well with measurements in H2 , N2 , He q., Ne • The 
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general effects of the transverse magnetic field have been 

investigated by Me Bee and Dow ( 1953) on an unconfined 

glow discharge in air within the pressure range Oe3 - 10 

torr, discharge current 0.05 - 0.25 A, 'dth the magnetic 

field varying from zero to 7000G. They founq with probe 

measurements that the anode and cathode fall first dec-

rease and then increase and the positive column and the 

anode region become more lumdnous. 

The variation of discharge cur:.-rent in a, trans

verse magnetic field varying from 0 to 300G has been stu

died by Sen and Gupta ( 1971) in the positive column of a 

glow discharge in air, carbondioxide, hydrogen, helium 

and neon within the pressure range of 80 to 200 m. torr. 

They found that the current gradually rises with the 

increase of the magnetic field, a.nd then attains a maxi

mum value at a particular value of the magnetic field 

which is the s.ame for all the gases and independent of 

pressure for the ssme initial discharge current, and 

then gradually decreases. The value of the magnetic field 

at which the discharge current is maximum is found to be 

proportional to the _square root of tne initial discharge 

current and the maximum value of the current is inversely 
' 

proportional to the pressure in all the gases. Utilizing 

Beckman's expression for the axial electric field and the 
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radial electron density distribution in a transverse 

magnetic.field, a mathematical expression for the dis

charge current and its variation with magnetic field 

has been deduced. 

When the electric and magnetic fields are in the 

direction of the axis·of the tube, the rate of diffusion 

of electrons to the surface of the tube ts diminished by 

the action of the ~agnatic ~orce so that the electric 

force is diminished since the rate of ionization required 

to balance the loss due to diffusion is diminished. The 

effect is most noticea;ble in gases at low pressures and · 

may be observed either in the positive columns of direct 

current discharges, or in oscillatory discharges when the 

electric force is in the direction of the axis of the tube. 

. The outward flow of ions is made to balance that 

of electrons by a readjustment of the radial electric 

field. Nearly all workers have found results consistant 

with this general picture, but there is disagreement on 

one important point, namely whether or not the magnetic 

field changes the radial distribution of ions and elect

rons from the norma1 Bessel function. Cummings and Tonks 

(1941) in a detailed theor.y o~ positive coiumn in a lon

gi t.udinal magnetic field, concluded that no change in the 

radial distribution is to be expected. The radial poten

tial distribution should also be unaltered in shape but 
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reduces in scale,. although they calculated that in large 

magnetic fields the radial electric f+eld may become zero 

or even reverse· i.e. the axis may become negative with 

respect to the wallse They believe that the apparent 
I 

axial concentration of a discharge when placed in a uni-

form magnetic field is due entirely to a concentration 

being propagated from the cathode end. In the absence of 

a magnetic field this would have dispersed within a short 

distance. Tonks (1941) has calculated approximately the 

dispersal effect along a cylindrical column. The solution 

for the radial electron and ion distribution is the sum 

of a series of zero order Bessel functions. The first 

term, which is the normal distribution, is constant along 

the length of the column, while successive terms decrease 

with distance along the column at rates which are compli

cated funsti ons of the magnetic field intensity "H" and 

electron temperature. 

Cummings and Tonks tested their
1 

theory by experi

ments on the positive column of a mercury arc, at a pre-

ssure Of 5 X 10- 3 H d t f 4 mm. g., an a curren o amperes. 

The discharge tube., 60 em •. long, was placed entirely 

inside a solenoid wound in sections through which sui ta

ble currents could be'passed to produce a magnetic field 

of any desired configuration. The required parameters 
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were measured with suitably placed probes. The tube Rai 
a cylindrical oxide coated cathode, divided into eight 

sectionse It was found.that the current flowing from 

the cathode was collimated into a l~nous beam which 

clearly showed .the pattern of th~ cathode9 The beam 
I 

changed abruptly into a glow which filled the tube at a 

distance of about 30 ems .from the cathodeo This glow was 

more intense at the axis than in the absence of a mag

netic field. Probe measurements showed an increased 

electron density at the axis· which was thought to be 

propagated from the cathode because the distribution 

tended to be normal towards the anodee 

Similar experiments were performed by Rokhlin 

( 1939) who observed the effect of a magnetic field on 

the radiation from a mercury vapour discharge having 
-3 

pressure rv 10 mm. Hg'. and current varying from 1.5 

amperes ·to 4.0 amperes. This method avoids the disa.dvan4~r,.::::: 

tages ef probes, but indicated only the behaviour of fast 

electrons of energy greater than the excitation energy 

of the gas~ He used two solenoids spaced a few em. apart. 

Tbe magnetic fields could be coincident, g:i. ving an almost 

uniform field between them, or opposite giving a distorted 

field having strong radial components. The image of a 

diameter section was observed in a spectroscope, and the 
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intensities of resonance lines (1850 A and 2537 A) measured 

by the brightness of a nuorescent probe placed in the tube. 

With coincident fields the discharge is visibly constricted 

into a cord, at first rapidly and then more slowly with 

increasing "H". The cord follows the lines of magnetic 

force. The 'radius' of the constriction is derived arbit-

rarily by extrapolating the linear part of the curve, and 

it was compared with the ·theoretically calculated value / 

following the method due to Stomer ( 195G ) • The intensity 

distribution of various spectral lines leads to the same 

values of this radius and also shows that the electron 

energy di atribution is constant across a chord of the tube., 

The relative intensity of several lines at the centre of 

the discharge attains a maximum and then· deereases vdtb 

·increasing magnetic field. The maximum is due to two oppo

sing effects, the increased concentration of electrons at 

the centre, and the. decrease in their energy. 

Bickerton and von Engel ( 1956) have mad·e measure

ments on the positive column in helium at low pressure, 

taking great care to eliminate end effects in the presence 

of a magnetic field. They· found that the radial distribu

tion of charges alter appreciably from the normal Bessel 

function, and concluded th.8.t even in a low pressure column 

where Langmuir's theory normally applies, the properties 

of column in e. magnetic field of sufficient strength are 
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best described by Schottky's theory of ambipolar diffusion. 

They discussed theoretically radial potential di atribution ~ 

and the decrease in the gradient and electron temperature. 

However, when the gas becomes highly ionized the effect of 

partial pressure of the 'electron g~s may become important 

and both the gradient and the electron temperature should 

then be ·independent of magnetic field. This has actually been 

observed earlier by Davies (1953) who used a spectroscopic 

method to measure the electron temperature in the positive 

column of a low pressure ceasium discharge. He found, cont~· 

rary to expectations, a slight increase in electron tempe

rature when the magnetic field, was applied. 

The behaviour of the positive column was also 

studied in presence of strong longitudinal magnetic field 

by Toader (1969). The gas studied were helium and neon in 

the pressure range 0~5 - 4 mm. Hg. and the maximum applied 

magnetic field was 3600 Gauss. Good agreement was obtained 

between collision diffUsion theory and experime·nt upto a 

certain critical magnetic field. For stronger field, th~ 

longitudinal electric fields indicated a much higher diffu

sion rate across the magnetic field .than that expe·cted for 
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the binary collision theorye The dependence of the 

critical magnetic field on the kind of gJas, pressure 

and the tube radius were in good agreement-with the 

predictions made by the perturbation theory of 

Kadom-tsev-Nedospasov (1960) and Hoh(s (1960) theory 

for a pressure range of o •. 5 - 1.5 mm. Hg. For pre- · 

ssure·s over 1 e 5 mm. Hg. · Hoh' s theory was unacceptable, 

while the agreement of the Kadomtsev-Nedospasov 

theory with experiment deteriorated. 
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ELECTRICAL CURRENT IN GAS DISCHARGES 

EXCITED BY RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRIC 

FIELD. 

<' 

The rurrent flowing through an ionized medium 

by the application of a small alternating electric field 

had been considered in-many. problems of microwave work 

and in the analysis of ionospheric problems. For low 

frequencies and high pressures, the current density. 

set up by an alternating ele~tric field is given by 

Lanqin { 1905) mobility formula. The current remains 

in phase with the applied field •. But in presence of 

high frequency field and low pressure, on.the other hand, 

the current is represented by the formula characteristic 

of· free electrons and is in quadrature with the applied 

alternating field. The intermediate case between the 

two has been considered by .Margenau ( 1946). Assuming the 

energy distribution of the electrons to be Maxwellian, 
CU't'~e11t 

Margenau (1946) obtained expression~ for the~density 

which has two oo~ponents; one in phase with the applied 

alternating field and the other in quadrature with the 

field~ Sodha (1960) obtained expressions for the conduc

tivity when a high power radio frequency wave is incident 

on the plasma. He has shown that for constant mean free 

path and energy loss factor and.for low frequencies the 
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distribution is Druyvesteyn. The conductivity obtained by 

Sodha has also two components i.ee the conductivity is 

·complex. Everhart and Brown (1949) measured the admittance 

in the micro~ave region by measuring the discharge current 

by applying a high frequency electric field of sufficient 

amplitude in helium filled in the cavity of a magnetron. , 

When a discharge current is maintained between 
. . 

two parallel plates which are used to apply the high 

frequenoy electric field of sufficient amplitude, in addi

tion to the two components of currents in th~ plasma bet

ween the plates, another current flows between the plates 

which act as a capacitor. The capacitative current is in 

quadrature with the applied high frequenoy field. Francis 

and von Engel (1953) have poin~ed out that the capacitative 

current is much greater than the discharge current. The 

current flowing through the discharge can be estimated by 

loading the cir.cui t with a resistance or a· capacity which 

induces the same voltage d~op as the discharge. In order 

to measure the current it is necessary to discriminate one 

part of gas discharge current from the capacitative current. 

A dif':f'erential method is there.fo!e necessary to balance out ~z:-r:.J 

tbe capacitative current flowing across the electrodes. 

Francis and von Engel (1953) considered the totaJ. current 

and no mention·, however., be made about the individual 
' 

part of the discharge current. In order to xeduce the 
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capacitative current they considered the ~lectrodes as 

small as possible. The capacitative current flowing across 

the external electrodes was then balanced out by a bridge 

method. The bridge became unbalanced when current was 

flowing through:. the gas. The unbalanced component. was. 

proportional to the discharge current and was amplified, 
/ 

rectified and displayed on a oscilloscopee The voltage 

across the electrodes was measured by means of two diodes 

charging an electrostatic vol tme·ter (Gill and von Engel, 

1948). The calibration of the circuit was· made by repla

cing the gas di roharge b;y a known impedance and observing 
' 

the displacement of the trace on the screen. They consi-

dered the impedance of a coil because capacities of resis

tances vary considerably in differen·t resistances. 

Penfold and Warder, Jr. (1967) reviewed a number 

of methods commonly used for the measurement of radiq

frequency plasma discharge current. A common method of 

current measurement which is simple in principle, is to 

monitor the voltage across a capacitor or an inductive 

element. A capacitor te·nds to suppress harmonics, while 

the inductance emphasizes them. The voltage can be 

determined by the use of a high voltage probe with an 

oscilloscope readout. Penfold and Warder, Jr. measured 
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the current by measuring the voltage drop across a 

specially constructed centre tapped inductor. 

Clark, Earl and New (1970) measured the gas 

discharge c'Urrent separating out the capacitative 
' 

components by a bridge method similar in principle to 

that employed by Francis and von Engel (1953). They 

also·measured the maintainance voltage and phase 

relation between the gas discharge current and main

tainance voltage from which the discharge characte

ristic and the complex bd:e:}U impedance were .obtained. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS 

USING ELECTRIC PROBES. 

I 

The electric probes have long been used as a fUnda

mental diagnostic technique .for measuring the local proper

ties o£ plasma. In principle the technique of probe measure-, . 
ment is simple though the theory underlyi~g the probe res

ponse is complicated. Since Langmuir ( 19.23) first developed 

the electric probe technique, the probe have been used to 

measure electron densities and temperatures in a wide 

variety of gasious ionized media, such as electric discharges, 

afterglows, ionizing shock waves, flames, MHD, plasma-jet 

flows, etc. The electric probes consists of one or more 

small metallic electrodes inserted into a plasma. ~wo probe 

configurat~ons are commonly employed. In the single probe 

configuration one inserts a small.electrode into the plasma. 

The probe is connected to a variable power supply which is 
--

used to apply various potentials positive or negative in 

relations to the plasma. The current collected by the probe 

is measured as a function of its applied potential. The 

applied potential is measured with. respec.t to some conve

nient reference point, this is often the cathode ·of the 

discharge. A double probe consists of, two electrodes of 
- / . ' 

equal. area that come in contact w1 th the plasma and, the 

current passing through the pla:sma between the two electrodes 
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is measured as a function of the applied voliage between 

·them ... Since the two el.ectrodes and the power supply o:f the· 
p'l"obe · · 

doubleAsystem form an isolated closed circuit,- in case of· 

a double probe there is mo charge drain from·the·plasma 

which actually occurs-in case of'·a singie probe. Theee 

are cer.ta.in advantages associated· vd th the use of each -

o:f the ~robe systems~ 

The first classical prob,e theory due to ·Lan€;muir 
. ' ' 

( 1923) assumed that the_ potential difference between the 

probe and. the plasma was confined to a space charge 

'sheath' adjac·ent to the probe· and the plasma outside 
. . . 

the sheath is unperturbed-by the presence ·or the probe. 

Langmuir end Mott.;..Smi th ( 1924) assumed that (a) the di~en

sion of the probe is much smaller than the mean free path :a 

of ions and elec.trons, (b) the thickness of the space 

,charge· sheath surroUnding the probe is small compar~d 
. . 

with the mean free-path. of ions am e~ectrons. Thus· the 

sheath can be treated as a re gi:on in w~ch ions and elect

rons move as in v,acuum undisturbed by the collisions. 

Langmuir and Mott•Smith (1926) introduced the idea of orbi

tal motion limited. current collected by a spherical and· . a . . . 
. ' 

cylindrical probe •.. The orbital motion limited current 

collected by a probe when none ot the undisturbed 'plasma 
I . ) I - • 

·particles (at infinity) capable of reaching the probe on 

the basis of energy oonsideration is excluded from doing 
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so by inter~eDing'barrier~ of, effective potential~ Thus 

·for orbital motion limited current the particles are 

· reaching the probe .from:-~ region for which W: R/A.D-+ 0 , i.e • 
. from an infinitely· thick sheath, where R is the radius 

of the prob~ and AD is the Debye Shielding distance~ 

!!!heir .-cal'culations ·were for a sheath of finite dimension, 

and tlie 11Dii t for an in!ini te sheath was taken as a 

-specie.J. case. 

If the electrons have Maxwellian distribution the 
I 

number of electrons striking the probe per um,. t area per 

·second is given by 

~ :::::. .i_ 'Y1 ~ :::::. i 'Tl v e::>c h (_ e V k -) 
e 4 e 4. o I t kTe: •••• 

where v is the mean velocity of the electrons, T e is 

the electron temperature; VP is the probe potential and 

no is the electron concentration. Langmuir asslimed that 

the number hitting an absorbing probe would essentially be 

the same. This clearly m fers to the situation where. the 

mean ft'ee path is l~ge compared with the size of the 

probe. Thus electrons travel .from region much· fUrther 

away than . the boundary . of the sheath without making a 

collision. Thus w1 th an absorbing probe the current to 

the probe is gi veri. by 

I ••• 
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where Io is the saturation cur~ent and is give~ by 

•••• 

AP being the .effective area of the probe.· Hence 

••• 

and.' 

e --RT . e ••• 

The logari thim of the probe current plotted against 

probe potential gives a straight line whose slope . 
".: Jf 

• 

Le.ngmuir and Mott-Smith (1926) have calculated ·the 

orbital motion limited current ·for charged particles 

having both monoenergetic and Maxwellian ve~ocity dist

ribution~_Lamframbois and Parker (1973) have re-exsmi~ed 

the orbital-motion limited current regime, and rederived 
I 

the results _given above on the basis of energy conside

rations alone. Their results apply to probes not only to 

circular. cylinders and spheres, but to any convex three

dimensional shapes. For a given probe, even if the consi

derations in a plasma do not correspond to the orbital

motion-limited regime, the results are_ still important 

because they provide an upper limit for 'the current 
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collected by a~ probe under ·collisionless condi tiona. This 

is because the number of charged particles which are able 

to reach the probe are reduced by the potential,~a~~ers 

which occure at finite v.alues of .R/')....'JJ • 

Bobm ( 1949), considering negligible ionization in 

·the sheath, small electric field at the plasma. edge and 

neglecting energy distribution of ions·, i.e. for mono

energetic ions, have shown .that the positive ions req~re 

a certain minimum energy before the sheath' can be" fo-rmed. 

Also the ion current depends on the electron temperature 

and not· on the ion te~perature, because· the electron tem

perature detertbines the strength of the electric f'ield 

which draws th~ ions towards the sheath. Allen, Boyd and 
I 

Reynolds-(1957} starting with the equations_ of Bobm et a1 

( 1949)' which are the same as the equatio~ later used by 
. . 

· Bernstein and Rabinowttz (1959) have shown that in the . 

limit Tt · /Te = 0 and in the case of an ion-attaching 

spherical probe, the ions move in a radially inward direc~ 

tion. The velocity of ions arises solely from the ener~. 

they acquire i~ the potential field of the probe~ Radial 

motion model of oollisi.onles s ·ion collection introduo~d 

by A~len et al ( 1959.) rep~esents the c~rrect l.imit .. for ... 

Tt /Te ~ 0 .. for a spherical probe, both for the monoene:r;_

getic ion approXimation~rea.ted by Bernstein and ~binowitz 

{1959} and.Maxwellian ion distribution.considered.b.Y 

Laframboise ( 1966)._Chen (1965). derived ~ equatian ·for 
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~he·cylindrical probe using the radial motion assumption 

and from it computed a set of cylindrical probe charac

teristics. 

Wasserstrom, Su and Probstein (1965) considered the 

effect of ion-neutral collisions on ion current collection 

by spherical and cylindrical probes~ This was later followed 

by Chou, Talbot and Wil.lis (1966), ,Self ~d Shih (1968) and 

Bie.nkowski a~ Chang ( 1968). The kinetic theoey approach of 

Chou,· Talbot and Wiilis is the most rigorous one. The cal-
~ 

culations required in the Chou-Talbot-Willis analysis make 

this anal.ysis difficult to use. Starting with general ex-

·pression of Chou-Tal.bot-Wilii~ an approximate forms of the 

results for spherl.-cal probe bave be en obtained by Talbot 

and Chou (1969). An even simpler approach was used by 

Schultz and Brown ( 19 55) , Butt en ( 1969) and later by . 
Thornton (1971) gave. some additional justification for 

the procedure. 

The effect of electron neutral collisions,· on elect

Ton· saturation current to.eylindrical and spherical probes 
. . ,• 

in a stationary plasma has been ex~mined by. Peterson ( 1971) 

using the Talbot-Chou ( 19~9) approach. In the . electron 

retarding region o:r the probe characteristic, which ·is 
) 

generally used to infer the e l.ectron temperature, the 

effect of electron neutral collisions on ~he probe current 
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is not ·well understood. There ~s evidence, both theoretical 

and experimental, that the ax clas~ica.l I = 'Yl0evAPexp~ ~'t) 
behaviour is sufficiently altered by collisions that the 

'. .. , 

method for obtaini·ng T8 from the slope of the plot of 

lo~ei ver~~s - probe potential VP no lon~er holds. 

·Kirchhoff et ai (1971) h~v:e concluded on the basis of both 

theory and experiment that a double probe is less sensi

·tive than a single probe to collisional,effects, and he~ce 

a double probe may often be used to determine electron 

temperature under condi tiona in whi·ch single probe "11J8:9' 

. g1 ve spurious results. 

,' The presence of a magnetic field fUrther compli-

cates probe-data interpretation. The comp~ications int- · 

roduced are .two-folds. First, particles are constrained by 

the magnetic field to move at different rates along and 

across the field lines. The problem thus becomes an.anos

tropic one. s·econdly charged per:eicles can travel only a 

distance of the .order· of 1heir Larmor radii -tL,. without 
-<.,e . 

making a collision and when either ~ or -r, is of·· 
• ~-<e 1-.L 

the order of R or less collisions come into pl~ even 

when the relevant mean free path A is large CO,mpared 

·to R. 

The simplest and most straight forwar4 case arises 

-when If?' ( mt..e -G') the gyro-or Larmor r84ii of cd~rr.c 
Lt.~e eH 

electrons and ions, tre both larger than the probe radius 
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. and the-Debye length.- The current voltage. characteristics 

of the probe ar~ identical in this case to the collision 

less ma.gnetie- field or collisional zero-magnetic field 

solutions. Bickerton· (1954) have shom that the inverse 
I I . ' 

gradient of semi-log plot of electron current in presence 

of magnetic field is proportional to electron temperature 

(as in zero magnetic field) in the regl.on of high negative 
' . 

probe· pQtential. Identical results have been obtained by 

Sugawara ( 1966) in a weakly ionized neon discharge r~.under 

moderate ,magne:tic field and similar conclusion was made 

theoretically by S~artin {1970). 

Since the probe is of finite size, it-draws soma 
1 

of its currents along and some across the_magnetic fie1d 

li~es. ~he ion current to tbe probe is not effected by 

the magnetic field, since T~~~ ~e • However, the 

slowest electrons of the electron velocity distribution · 

are influenced by the magnetic field when they move per- ' 

pendieularly to the lines of force .to the. probe. Thus 

the electron current will be decreased ·in· particular 

is either positive or slightly negati ~e w1. th 

·. respect to space even i.f "C'l-e. .).. R, A. • Hence the 

ratio electron-to-ion saturation axrrent is decreased , 
-

even ~t a low magnetic fields. Bickerton and von Engel 

(1956) measured the density of electrons by measuring the 
\ . 
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relative changes in the saturation ion·current to the probe 

for various _magnetic field-s_· ( b 600 gauss); and using them 

together with the values of plasm concentration found the 

electron_ saturation cu:rrent in zero magnetic field. 

Considering the classical diffusion coefficient 

1 . :D' 
of electrons Deu = D 8 = 0 v A. and De.L = 

1 
+ GJ!z2-

where Dell and DeJ.. are the d:l.f:f'llsion coefficients 

along and perpendicular tc:> the magnetic field lines and rt: 

is the mean collision time, Chen (1965) obtained an appro

ximate expression for the electrc:>n saturation current to 

the probe in presence of a magnetic field ot·moderate 

strength as · · · 

. 18 ==(~ 'l1aevAP} ~:'1\.R~ 
. ell 

The_ .resulting anisotropy for electron. :flux gives rise :to. 
/ 

three very interesting phenomena:-

a) Electron saturation current is decreased below·it,s 

saturation value in the absence of a field~ Experi

ments of Sugawara (1970) later predicted the dec

rease using kinetic theory approach for a fully 

ionized collisionless gas. 

b) ·In the· vicinity of plasma potential, near .the probe 

surface,· an··Overs~oot--of potential is predicted. As 

a consequence of the overshoot the usual sharp knee 

in the current voltage characteristics of the probe r:. 

at space potential becomes blurred• . 
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e) ' The variation in the cross section of the probe along 

t~e magnetic field becomes unimportant ·for electron 

collection'because of channeling effect of the lines 

of force. 

A swarm of electrons in an electric :field may 

have mean energy (or temperat":tte) far in excess of the 

thermal value associated with the gas molecules even in a 

we~ 1 field. There is, in many case, some doubt whetb.er the 

use of Maxwellian ~locity -distribution is permissible and 

even to represent a good approximation for the velocity dist

ribution of electro~. I~ some problems of ionosphere and in 

many problems of plasma p:hysics :w~ require a plasma which is 

quiscent, ~tationar~, homogeneous, ~ee of electric field 

and cUrrents and in which the free electrons and ions have 
. ' 

. . 
Ma.swelli_an distribution of energy. But the conventional 

methods of producing plasmas are not free of electric fields 

and currents which complicate the analysis. 

Phelps, Fundingsland and BroWn ( 1951) used field 

free plasma to determine the ratio of the real and imagi

nary components of plasma conductivity. They,considered 

a afterglow plasma in the. cavity of a continuous wave 
' 

tunable magnetron and ·measured the change in the caVity-. 

±KiBJBB impedance _due to presence of free electrons by 
' using a standing 'Yave detector· which is sensitive only 

for a period of a few microseconds during the afterglow~ 

The afterglow plasma has steep potential gradients at the 

boundary and nonstationary. 
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The bush-cathode method of producing a stationary 

tield-free plasma was used by Persson (1962) and obtained 

anosotropiea in the electron velocity distribution. From

hold and Biondi (1968) considered the plasma in an encloser 

with absorbing boundaries and calculated the spatial density 

distribution. 

Ekbote, Schott and Whitfield (1970) have in~stigated 

theoretically and experimentally the source of plasma which 

is quiacent, homogeneous, stationary and free of electric 

field and current. The plasma was produced by a discharge in 

a region between two concentric cylinders. The inner cylin

der which was the anode had perfor-ations. Quiscent dif.fu~ 

sion plasma, free of electric field and currents, was 

formed in its interior having densities bweteen 10~ to :10 

10Hcm- 3 and electron temperature 0.3 to 0.5 eV. 

A spherical source of plasma of diameter 69 em. 

free of electric field and current was designed by de Hoog 

and Schott (1970). The electric field in the plasma was 

less than 10 mV/cm. The density of electrons were between 

-10 '6 and 1010 cm 0 while the temperature were between 103 

and 3 x 103 °K~ The radial. variation of plasma densi.ty 

was less than 1 O% over about two thirds o:f the plasma 

radius in argon at gas pressures between ·10-'2. and 104 Torr. 
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Brodskii and Voronehev (1970) produced a cUrrent

free cessium plasma by the irradiation of mixtures of 

ceasium and mercury vapours by the resonant line of 
. 0 . . 

mer.cury A. = 25:57 A. The ionization of the ceasium 

vapour occured on impact of_the second type of excited 

·mercury a to~ with ceaaium atoms. It was shown that the 

transformation coefficient of the radiation energy of 
0 

2537 ~_source into ionization energy was close to unity. 
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· SCO~E AND OBJECT OF . THE, FRESENT WORK. 

' . 

Though ·various.properti~s of glow discharge have 

been I studied by many .authors, yet there are gertain pro

blems which require. more exhaustive theoretical and 

experimental treatment• The· present work·undertakes to 

investiga.t.e some of the.se problems. 

Dielectric Breakdown of Gases in·Crossed 

. Radio Frequency and D.o. Electric Fields. 

+t was observed by Varel.S. ( 1947) and. Kirchner , 

(1947) that the,breakdow.n potential of a·gas excited by 

a radio frequency field.increases when a d.c. field is 

superimposed across the discharge tube. It was expected, 

hoEver, tl;lat the presence of the d~c. field would hasten 
' 

ionization and a smaller breakdown, voltage would be nece-

ssary, but the resUlts were contrary to what was expected. 

Varnerin and Brown (1950) calculated theoretically the 

distribution function of electrons in an ionized gas in 

presence of both radio frequency and d.c. fields and they 

suggested that when r.f. field alone is present, the ele

ctrons are lost mainly by diffusion, but when in addi tiqn 
. . 

a d.c. field is applied, the electrons are lost by mobility 

also. This increase in loss can be compensated by the 
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increase in generation of electrons and consequently the 

value of the radio £requency breakdown voltage increases. 

· The- theory was Verified by Varnerin and Brown { 1950) in 

case o~ ~rat a pressure of Jl 38 .torr~ where a d.o. 

field upto 200 volt per em. was applied. 

In a series of paper Sen and Bhattacharj ee ( 1965., 

1966 and ·1967) have shown, for dif:ferent gases, that when 

a variable ci.o·. field is simultaneously applied parallel 

.to r.f. exciting field, the r.f. breakdown potential ·inc

reases -and shows a maximum when the d. c$ field is' conti-

., nuously increased keeping the gas pressure constant. 

In order to extend the work further and to-inves

tigate whether a d.o. potentiSl can cause a chan@B in r.f. 

breakdown potential ~en the d.c. 11el~ is applied per

pendicul:ar to r.f. field, it has been proposed to study 

the variation of r.f. breakdown potentia; with pressure in 

presence of various values of d.c. field transverse to r.f. 

field. When the applied d.c. field is not of appreciable 

value to. contribute significantly to ionization, then, 

aocor~ing to analysis given by Varnerin and Br.own (1950) 

the effect of transverse d.e. field is expected to increase 
I 

the drift of electrons along the direction of d.e. field 

·and ·consequently loss of electrons will increase. To com

.Pen~ate this loss, a. higher rate of_production of electrons 
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is necessary to .cause the_ breakdo'Wll and this will remain 

true for a~l gas pressure. The expression for effective 

diffusion. length proposed by Varnerin and Brown ( 1950 j 

will-remain identical for all. pressure values and hence 

- the nature of variation of breakdown potential with pre-
' -ssure is expected to remain una~tered compared to when 

there is no d.c. field except that at ali pressure_ the r.f. 

: bmakdown field will be larger in presence of d.c. field 

·than when.absent. T.ne object of this part of work is thus 

to see· whether the breakdown phenomena will · f9llow this· · 
' ) 

process and whether the eXperimental res_ul ts agree -with 

the theory developed. 

2. Radio Frequency Electric Field Breakdown of 

Gases in Presence of Magnetic Field. 

(i) ·The b~eakdown of a gas excited by a radi.o

frequency -voltage. in the 'prese~ce of a magnetic field, .. 

either longitudinal-or tr~sverae, has been studied pre

viously. Mention may be made of the works of Lax et ~ 
I . 

( 19 50) and Ferri tti and V: erone si ( 19 55) • Brown ( 19 56) 
' ; 

had also discussed some of the microwave breakdown.mea-
• Q ' • - -

sureme_nta 'in the ·presence of a magnetic field· •. Sen and 

Ghosh ( 1963), working in t~e pre,sent laboratory, obtained 

the breakdown pot.ential. of some molecular gases using r;.f~ 

voltage in presence of small transver'se magnetic field. 
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The diffusion theory of electrical breakdown of 

gases as a function of' gas· pressu~ is found to be consis

tent with·the experimental ·observations ·for microwave and 

radio frequency field. It is wort~-while to investigate 

~hether the above'breakdown conditions with variation of 

gas pressure remain valid in case where a magnetie.· field, 

·transverse to electric field, is applied-• ~e mechanisms 

responsible for the' loss of electrons and the gain of 

electrons in the gas are·affected by the presence of mag

·netic field. So, it is proposed to study the variation of 

r.f. breakdown potential of @.i.ses with gas .pressure at 

differen·t values of magnetic field and attempts may be 

. made to explain the results· by modifying the difftaion 
. . 

theory of electrical breakdown of ~sea· at high frequency 

· yp. th the expected chanse.s in .the different .Parameters in 

presence of magnetic field. 

(ii) While studying the high freqtieney breakdown 

·potential of gases in .the presence of a magnetic fleld in 

tbis laboratory, it has been noticed that at same specific 

range of gas pressure ·and intensity of magnetic :t'leld, · the 

discharge o~ce established c. an be extinguished either by 

increasing the eiectric fl.eld or by decreasing the magnetic 

. field. A similar observation was ~de previously in a very 
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low-pressure discharge (Fran~is, 1960) where the pressure. 

of the gas was about 10-.5 torr and the magnetic field 

used wasjbelow 100 Gau~s. No explanation either q~anti

tative or qualitative was given for the observations. 

To investigate in detail this phenomena and to 

study the variation of r.f. breB.k~own potential with 

change in magnetic field, transverse to,.electric field, 

.for a wide range of magnetic field values (zero· to a few 

k.gauss) at different gas pressures, the present work ~s. 

been undertake~. , 

In crossed electric (r.f.) and magnetic field 

con·figuration, the motion of cbarged particles, viz. 

· electrons, is composed of cyclotron motion superposed 

over an elliptical motion. Diffusion- rate in perpendi

cular directions of magnetic field is reduced. The rate 

of ionization is al~;~o effected in presence of magnetic 

field as pointed out by Gr'ey Morgan ( 1965) while obtain

ing the effect of magnetic field on Townsend's first ioni-
. . . 

zation coefficient. So the breakdown potential is expec-. ' . . 

ted to ·be a function of magnetic field .. Con~dering the . . ' . . . 
equivalent pre·ssure conc~pt o:t Blevin and Haydon (1958) 

in pre.sence of magnetic field, the variation of breakdown 

potential with magnetic· field is expected to be of identi

cal in nature with the varfation o:f breakdown potential 

. w1 th gas pressure. 

/ 
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For hi_gh v~ue of magnetic ,field, .1~ is possible ,, 

that in· an active· discharge under .certain favourSble con

dition the. loss of electrons by diffUsion may not be com

pensated by the rate of production of electrons by colli

sion. So.the dischar6e ~ill not be. sustained unde~ such 

.conqi tiona unless gain of energy is increased. by increa-
. -

sing the strength of the applied electric :field. Again 

when the magnetic field strength is very high, a much 

smaller electric ·fi~ld intensity may also create suffi~ 

cient number of electrons to initiate the discharge• S~rong 

magnetic. fi~ld may keep almost all the electrons confined 

within the cavity ~thout creating appreciable density 

gradient of particles as their numbers will. be very small 

due to poor production by ioni~ation in weak elec~ric 

field. So the diffusion loss may be almost negligible. 

This discharge may be maintained by incr~asing the ~leet

ric field until charged particle concentration becomes so 

large that appreciable density gradient of charged par-

. ticles occurs when ~iffusion loss of electrons will out

pace production by collisions and· the ~scharge ~11 go off. 
' .. 

Grey Morgan (1965) has shown theoreticallY that for a very 

low pressure d~scharge, the discharge should ge off when 

the cyclotron diameter of an average electron equals the 

dimension of the vesse~ • 
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So the main' object of the present part of work will 

be to investigate in detail, the effects of the strong mag

netic' field on different mechanisms responsible for the gas 

breakdown and .to verify from the experimental' results the 

physical processes in exciting. and extinguishing the dis-

. charge. The .~xtent of quantitative agreement. between expe

rimental results and theori~s developed both from basic 

equation of motion of electrons in presence of cro!;!Jsed 

-·~.electric and magnetic field, and also by using the equi

valent pressure concept in presence of magnetic field will . 

help in understanding the proces sea involved in the dis-

, charge and also the rang~ ·of validity of equivalent pressure 

concept .of h-igh values of H/p,, the. ratio of magnetic field 

to gas pressure. · 

'· Direct Current Glow Discharge in Longl. tudinal 

Magnetic Field. 

When a steady unifo~ positive co~umn of a 
. , 

low pressu.re discharge is acted upon by a longitudinal 

magnetic field, the charge~ particles~ having veloei ty 

compo.nents in a.l1 directions, spiral about the magnetic 

lines of force • .. Beca~se of their small masses, only the, 

. electrons are appreciably.atfected by the magnetic field. 
. ' 

The spiralling parallel tQ the axis of the tube between 
. ' 

collisions reduces the radial .diffusion of. the electrons 
" 
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and thus a sma1ler radial electric field is required to . 

maintain, the equality between the numbers of ions and 

· electrons . arriving at the non-conducting tube wall. Since 
. . 

their radial velocities are the same, the radial flow of 

both charges will decrease. A longitudinal magnetic field 

.should thus reduce the electron temperature and the elect

ric field in the co~umn. 

Detail.ed calculations regarding the motion of ele

ctrons in presence of· both the electric and magnetic field 
I . ' . 

have been carried out by Allis and Allen ( 1937), ~onks and 

Allis (1937) and Huxley (1937). A detailed experimental 
. ' 

measurements of electron temperature, radial electron 

density and the axial :field by the probe ~ethod in case 

of glow discharge in helium in presence of longitudinal 

magnetic' field has been_carried out by Bickerton and 

von Engel (1956). The experimental results·, in general, 
' 

are in agreement with the theoretical :prediction· of low-

ering of electron temperature and axial electric fi·eld 

and increase of radial concentration of electrons. 

Toad.er ( 1969) studied the behaviour of the posi:.. 

tive column of a d.c •. glow discharge in neon and helium 
' . ' 

and observed -that the axial. electric fi~ld decrease with 

the i~crease of magnetic field and the effect becomes 

prominant with the lowering of gas pressure. 
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In the cathode region most of the electrons move 

with relatively high speed normal to the.cathode s~face. 

A longitudinal magnetic field; therefore, has little 2 

effect upon the properties of the dark space except to 

inhibit the radial motion of those' electrons which are 

- scattered by h~tting gas molecules. The theory,of the 

anode fall proposed by von Engel shows that a longitudi

nal magnetic field will have little effect on anode fall. 

Also it has been shoWn. by Penning, Moubis and Jurriaanse 

( 1946) that there is a light variation in cathode end 

anode fall of the order of 2e5 volts for change of dis

charge current of 1 0 mA~ so that for change of discharge 

current less than 1 mA.., both cathode and anode fall may 

be taken as practically constant. 

The ·discharge current is a function of electron 

concentration-and the axial electric field and correspon

ding electron energy. When a glow dis charge column is ~ 

placed in a longitudinal magnetic field, increase of 
electron concentration will tend to increase the discharge . ' 

current end decrease of axial electric field and electron 

energy will tend to decrease the discharge current. It is 

expected that these two o~posing effects will compete with 

each other and at oertain value of the magnetic fi e~d the 

optimum val.ue of the dis charge current will now. Thus the 

object of this study is to see whether the abqve physical 
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process be followed by measuring the variation of discharge 

current in presence of longitudinal magnetic field and to 

ascertain the mechanisms responsible for the flow of d.c. 

glow discharge current in presence of.longitudinal magnetic 

field. The theory will be . developed by taking into consi

deration of the variations, in presence of longitudinal 

magnetic field, of the different parameters controlling 

the total d.c. glow discharge current and compared with 

the exPerimental resultse 

4. Electric Current in Discharge Column Excited 

by Radio Frequency Electric Field. 

In absence of any bulk ·motion of the mate

rial medium~the current in the E$terial medium is composed 

of the following parts (i) True current (ii) Polarisation 

current (iii) Vacuum displacement current. When a cavity 

filled with gas is placed between two electrodes connec

ted to a source of alte1~ating electric field, in absence 

of any free charge carrier, the polarisation and displace-
toi.lt 

ment current ~~ together ~ account for the total current. 

If the electric field.is of sufficient strength to create a 

self sustained discharge column in the cavity, then a 

current will also flow due to motion of true charges. So 

the current noted in an amneter connected in series with 
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is 
the electrodes_, when the discharge is 1 On~ A the sum Of 

current fiowing due to real motion of the· charge and 

the capacitative current composed of· polarization and 

displacement current. From this current if the curr~nt , 

that .is recorded when there is no di'scharge i.e. no free 

charge, is substracted then we get the current that flows 

due to actual moti9n of charged particles of the discharge 

column and it is .termed as discharge ·curren~. -

· . The current flowing t~ough an ionized mediUm by 

the application of small'alternating electric field had·mRH 

been considered in many problems·of interaction of micro

waves with ·plasma and in the analysis of ionospheric pro

blema. For low frequencies of ~plied field ~ high gas 

pressure the a.1 ternating curr~nt is practically in phase 1· e.. 

with the applied :b field ·as shown ~Y Lanfln ( 1905). ~ut ~ 
for very high frequencies of the applied field and low €/3-S 

pressure., the current is in quadrature with the applied 
.... 

field. The intermediate between the two extremes had be en 

considered by Margenau ( 1946). Assuming lVIaxwell' s distri

bution, . the current den.si ty· obtained by 'Margenau yie~ded 
. . 

two components: one in phase wi. th the applied alternating 

field and the other· in qUadratu~ with it.· Sodha (1960) 
' . 

obtained d1DuHa:tialgx:f:lcedcd:xsl!ll the expression for· the 
' . I 

plasma conductivity and found it 1;o be a comple~ quantity. 
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Brown ( 19'49) measu~d the complex admittance by measuring 

the discharge current applying a microwave electric field 

·of sufficient amplitude in the cavity of a magnetron field 

with helium •. 

Francis and von Engel (1953) have pointed out 
' ' 

that the capacitative current is much greater in magnitude 

than the dis charge current. They provided an exJ)erimental 

technique to measure the total. discharge c·~rent balancing 

out, by a bridge method, the current flowing across the 

external..electrod,es·without discharge when high frequency 
.. ' 

field is applied. Penfold and Warder Jr. (1967) reviewed 
' 

a number of methods commonly used for the measurement of 

discharge current. 

To measure the real part of the plasma conductivity, 

it is necessary to collect the real charges that are accu

mulated at tne end walls and. hence use of internal elect- -
' ' 

rodes is necessary. But the two m~~al electrodes immersed 

into a plasma excited _by high frequency field may produce 
' .. 

capacitative curre·nt mu.ch higher thm. when the medium was 

neutral f!llS. So simple balancing out of capacitative 

current in this si tuatton by using identical cavity ·.<~ 

. without discharge will give much h~gb.er value of dis

charge c;:urrent . and consequently the error in measurements. 
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Moreover, if the gas pressure be high and frequency ,of 

the applied field be such that the ratio of electron 

neutral collision frequency to applied field frequency 

is very high then the uischarge current will be prac

tically in phase with ··the. applied field. A thorough 

investigation may be made about t~e nature of this 

discharge current to find the true current voltage re

lation for high frequency @aS discharge and also to 

verify the existing ~heories on the variation of real 

part of the plasma conductivity with differ~nt ~xternal 

parameters like applied electric field, gas pressure etc. 

So the main obje~tive of this part of the_ work is to 

design and fabricate proper fast electronic circuitry :t 

to measure the real part of the discharge current 

after eliminating the capacitative ·current When the 

discharge is 'on'. The current voltage curves at diffe

rent gas pressures expected to yield the informations 

regarding the variation of real ~art of plasma conduc

tivity with plasma parameters. The measurement may be 

extended at finding the change of capacitative current 

in active plasma medium formed between the electrodes 

enclosed in the 'lm:K cavity. 
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5. Measurements in Field-Free Plasma Using i 

Electrical Probes. 

The electrical probes has long been used 

as a fundamental diagnostic technique for measuring the 

lo~al propertie~ of a plasma. A large ~umber of authors 

studied, both theoreticall~ and experimentally different 

aspects of measUrements., The first classical theory on 

probe -measurement was due ·to Langmuir ( 1923) who assumed 

that the potential difference between the probe and the 

plasma was confined to a space charge 'sheath' adjacent 

to the probe and the plasma outside the sheath is un

perturbed by the presence of probe. Assuming Maxwellian 

distribution of the electrons ru1d ~otally absorbing probe, 

an expres·sion for the probe current is obtained for elect

rons and saturated ion ct~rent which J±i• yielded the 

values of electron temperature and electron .densi t;y. 

Wasserstrom, Su and Probstein (1965) considered 

the ion-neutral collisions on ion current collection by 

spherical and cylindrical probes which was later followed 

by Chou, Talbot and Willis (1966), Self and Shih (1968) 

and Bienkowski and Chang (1968). The effect or electron 

neutral collisions, on electron saturation current.to 

cylindrical and spherical probes in a stationary plasma 

has been examined by Peterson ( 1971) usi·ng the Talbot-
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Chou ( 1969) approach. In the eleot~on ·ret.arding region of 

the probe characteristic, which is generally used to infer 

the electron temperature, the effect of electron-neutral 

collisions on the probe current is not well understood. 

~he presence of a magnetic field further compli

cates probe data interpretation. The complications intro

duced a:re two-fold. First, particles are constrained by 

the magnetic field to move at different rates al.ong and 

across the field lines so that particles motions become 

anisotropic. Secondly, charged particles can travel only 

a distance of the order of their Larmor radii even when 

the relevant mean free path is large compared to Larmor 

radii. The simplest and most stright forward case arises 

when Larmor radii of electrons end ions are both larger 

than the probe radius and the Debye length when current 

voltage characteristic of the probe follows collisional 

zero magnetic field solutions. til Bickerton (1954) have 

shown that 1he inverse gradient of semi-log plot of 

electrons current in presence of magnetic field is pro

portional to electron temperature as in zero magnetic 

field for high· negative probe potential. The identical . 

results have been obt~imed by Sugawara (1966) in a 

weakly ionized neon discharge under moderate magnetic 

field and similar conclusion was made theoretically by 

Sanmartin ( 1970) • 
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f:.;_g A swarm of electrons in an electric :field 

may have mean energy (o~ temperature) far in excess 

of the thermal value associated with the gas molecules 

even in a weak field •. There·is, in many case, some . . . 
' . 

doubt whether the use of Maxwellian velocity distri

bution is permissible and even_to represent a gpod 

approximation. In some problems of ionisphere and in 

many problems of plasma physics, a plasma is reQuired 
w 9'1hich is quiscent, stationary, homogeneous, free of 

electric field and currents and in which the free elect-
. . 

rona and ions have Maxwellian distribution of e~ergy. 

:But the conventional methods of producing plasmas are 

not free of electric fields and currents which compli

cate 11he anal.ysi.s. 

Phe-lps, Fundingsland and Brown ( 19 51 ) used 

field free plasma,~btained from a afterglow to deter

mine . the ratio of real and imaginary components of 
. . 

plasma conductivity. The bush-cathode method of pro-

ducing a stationary :field~free plasma used by lle:r;sion ·· 

(1962) has anisotropies in the electron velocity dis-

tribution. 

Ekbote, Schott and Whitfield (1970) have inves

tigated theoretically and experimentally the source of 

plasma which is quiscent, homogeneous, stationary, free 
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of electri11 field and currents. The plasma was produced 
' • . . I •( 

by a discharge in a region between two concentric • 

cylinders.- Quiscent diffUsion plasma, free of electric 

field and currents, was formed having densities be~ween 
ii . 

10~. ·to·10 cm:3 and electron temperature between o., 
to 0.5. eV. A. spherical source of plasma free of electric 

field and current ·W~ designed· by de Hoog and S_chott 

(1970). Brodsld.i ~d. Voronehev (1970) produced a· current~ 

free ceasium plasma by the irradiation of mixtures of 

, ceasium and ·mercury vap.ours by tbe resonant line of 

·mercury. 

When the electrons are allowed to diffuse out by 

making holes at the electrodes :from a plasma columns, 

maintained by an external electric field; to an identi-. . 
.. cal gas column'but without any electric field, the 

charged particles will rapidly loose their initial 

energy by collisions with the ne~trals and will be lost· 

by processes like recombination and other 'loss mechanisms. 

Hence both the density. and temperature ·of the electrons, 

at the identical g3.s atmosphere, ~11 be far' ·less in f'ield 

free condition than -~en exciting external field is present • 

In a cylindri'cal cavity wi-th axial exciti~ 

electric .field, . if a l.ongi tudin.al ma~etic field is 

applied simultaneously to plasma. columns with and without 

'. 
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exciting field, both the electron density and temperature 

are expected to be effected in tb,e presence of the mag

netic field. For the plasma column maintained by an e::x:ci

ting electric field, presence of longitudinal magnetic 

'field will make di!fusion loss to decrease and so density 

of electronS increases. But as the effective mean free 

·path decreases, the energy .gained by the electrons from t:~: 

the external field decreas.es and hence electron tempera-. . 

.ture decreases. But for the plasma column without any 

source for supplying energy, the presence of magnetic 

field will confine more-fast going away electrons inside 

the cavity due to cyclotron rotation ~d so the electron 

·temperature will increase with increase of e~ectric field. 

Due· to this confi,nement of large rt,umber of electrons, the 

. ·, total colli.sions suffered by- electrons in a finite time 

- will increase w1 th increasing m::gnetic field- and hence · 

larger number of electrons will ~ lost by recombination 

and· other processes reducing the number density of elect-. 

rona •. 

Probe measurements may be extended to study 

these two types of plasmas simultaneously under. similar 

other parametric conditions and both in presence, and in 

absence. of magnetic field. The experimental results on 
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electron temperature and density may be compared to 

ascertain the mechanisms operating in the plasmas 

and whether the above mentioned physical processes . 

are valid. With this object 'the present part·of the 

work is aimed at measuring.the electron temperature 

and density and their variations in presence .of mag

netic field for discharge column produced in identical 

columns and ~ame gas condi ti o.ns, but one· w1 th exciting 

field present and other without any external source of 

-energy. A compari~on of results of the present investi

gation may be made with the results of previous workers 

to test the validity of extending the theory of probe -

measurements in obtaining the p~asma parameters for a 

wide variety external parametric condi tiona and· pa.rti-
' cularly in field free plasma. 
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